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Summary 

The present study aimed at assessing genetic diversity in selected local livestock breeds in 

Northern Germany, and furthermore, examining some of the indices used in describing diversity 

in populations. The study begun with an assessment of genetic diversity in the German Angler 

(RVA) and Red-and-white dual-purpose (RDN) cattle breeds. Analyses of the RVA and RDN 

pedigrees, consisting of 93,078 and 184,358 records, respectively, revealed a number of Red 

Holstein (RH) sires that were influential in these breeds. Even when the pedigrees were 

combined and analysed, four RH individuals alone had a cumulative marginal genetic 

contribution of over 9% and were at the top of the list. The results also revealed low levels of 

classical inbreeding for RVA (1.39%) and RDN (0.41%) with moderately high effective 

population size (Ne) estimates of 156 and 170, respectively. However, using purging-based 

approaches such as the ancestral history coefficient, the levels of inbreeding rose slightly and 

the corresponding Ne values were reduced to 50 and 53 for RVA and RDN, respectively. 

Additionally, estimates of effective number of founders and ancestors indicated an unbalanced 

genetic contribution in the founder populations, where some individuals had many more 

offspring than others. Notably, the quality of pedigrees used for the analyses was low with mean 

number of complete generation equivalent of 5.59 and 2.7 for RVA and RDN, respectively.   

A follow-up study was performed to assess genetic diversity at the genome level, investigate 

gene flow events, and to shed light on the usefulness of runs of homozygosity (ROH) as a means 

to estimate inbreeding. The Illumina BovineSNP50 BeadChip information on RVA, RDN, RH 

and 11 outgroup breeds were made available for the different analyses. For RVA, RDN and 

RH, observed heterozygosity (Ho) estimates were 0.374, 0.356 and 0.363, and the estimates of 

ROH-based genomic inbreeding (FROH) were 0.021, 0.045 and 0.053, respectively. Linkage 

disequilibrium-based Ne estimate for five generation ago was highest in RVA (113) and lowest 

in RDN (67). Population structure analyses found a high level of admixture between RVA and 
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RH than between RDN and RH, and for the first time, connectedness between RVA and 

Norwegian Red cattle was uncovered. Furthermore, the investigation showed moderate to high 

positive correlations between FROH and pedigree-based inbreeding (FPED), and even when FPED 

was zero, traces of inbreeding were detected by the ROH-based measure. 

A third investigation was launched to analyse genetic diversity in the German White-headed 

mutton (GWM) sheep using both pedigree (N = 19,000) and genotype (N = 46) data. 

Additionally, different measures of ROH inbreeding were investigated. From the pedigree 

analysis, average generation interval was 3.24. Estimate of average FPED and Ne for the whole 

population were 0.01 and 132, respectively, and differed from the estimates computed for a 

subpopulation of animal born in the last four years of pedigree data, which were 0.04 and 99, 

respectively. Only 59 ancestors explained 50% of variation in the breed. Genome-based Ho and 

Ne were 0.389 and around 50, respectively. Based on 16,852 single nucleotide polymorphism 

(SNP) markers, three separate population structure analyses pointed to the flow of genes from 

other breeds, especially Berrichone du Cher to GWM. To investigate different ROH inbreeding 

measures, FROH was calculated based on either ROH length or on the number of SNPs in ROH. 

Inbreeding estimates derived from the two measures were 0.045 and 0.046 and highly correlated 

(rp = 0.99). Furthermore, total FROH was effectively partitioned into values for specific 

chromosomes. 

In a final investigation, the outcomes of two ROH detection software including PLINK and 

RZOOROH were compared to address the lack of consensus on the choice of parameter 

thresholds in calling ROH across studies. With array data on 52 Mangalitza pigs and whole 

genome sequence (WGS) data on six Schleswig Draught horses, the analyses showed 

comparable estimates of FROH across different models and detection software, although the 

number of ROH detected varied greatly. In the horse, an array-like dataset consisting of 26,932 

SNPs was compared to the WGS data and the latter proved to be more efficient in detecting 

small size ROH. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Das Ziel der vorliegenden Ausarbeitungen war die Untersuchung genetischer Diversität in 

ausgewählten regionalen Nutztierrassen in Norddeutschland. Darüber hinaus wurden einige 

Indizes beleuchtet, die für die Beschreibung der Diversität in Populationen genutzt werden. 

Ausgangspunkt der Ausarbeitungen war die Untersuchung der genetischen Diversität der 

Rinderrassen Deutsche Angler (RVA) und Rotbunt Doppelnutzung (RDN). Anhand der 

Analyse von RVA (N = 93.078) und RDN (N = 184.358) Pedigrees wurde deutlich, dass auf 

diese Rassen eine Anzahl von Red Holstein (RH)-Vatertieren Einfluss genommen haben. Selbst 

bei einer vereinten Analyse, bei der die Pedigrees der RVA und RDN zusammengelegt wurden, 

waren es vier RH Tiere, die einen hohen Anteil an genetischen Einfluss von über 9% aufwiesen. 

Die Ergebnisse ergaben darüber hinaus niedrige Niveaus der durchschnittlichen klassischen 

Inzucht (RVA = 1,39 % und RDN = 0,41 %) und eine hohe geschätzte effektive 

Populationsgröße (Ne) (RVA = 156 und RDN = 170) beider Rassen. Wurden jedoch 

bereinigende Ansätze, wie der ancestrale Inzuchtkoeffizient genutzt, stiegen die Inzuchtniveaus 

leicht und die korrespondierenden Ne-Werte reduzierten sich für RVA auf 50 und für RDN auf 

53. Zusätzlich wies die Schätzung der effektiven Anzahl von Gründern und Vorfahren auf einen 

unausgeglichenen, genetischen Beitrag in der Gründerpopulation hin, wobei einige Individuen 

sehr viel mehr Nachkommen hatten als andere. Einschränkend muss hinzugefügt werden, dass 

die Qualität der für die Analysen genutzten Pedigrees mit einer durchschnittlichen Anzahl 

vollständiger Generationsäquivalente von 5,59 und 2,7 für RVA und RDN gering war.  

Eine nachfolgende Untersuchung wurde durchgeführt, um die genetische Diversität auf Ebene 

des Genoms zu untersuchen. Untersucht wurden Genflussereignisse und die Eignung von 

homozygoten Segmenten (engl.: runs of homozygosity, kurz: ROH) als ein Mittel zur 

Schätzung von Inzucht. Über den „Illumina BovineSNP50 BeadChip“ wurden Informationen 

zu RVA, RDN, RH und elf weiteren ausgewählten Rassen für die unterschiedlichen Analysen 
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eingeholt. Die jeweils für RVA, RDN und RH beobachtete Heterozygotie (Ho) betrug 0,374, 

0,356 und 0,363 und die Schätzungen der genomischen Informationen zur Inzucht (FROH) waren 

jeweils 0,021, 0,045 und 0,053. Die auf dem Kopplungsungleichgewicht basierenden 

Schätzungen von Ne für die letzten fünf Generationen waren bei RVA mit 113 am höchsten und 

bei RDN mit 67 am niedrigsten. Die Analyse der Populationsstruktur zeigte höhere Anteile der 

Vermischung zwischen RVA und RH als von RDN und RH. Darüber hinaus wurde zum ersten 

Mal die Verbindung zwischen RVA und Norwegischem Rotvieh belegt. Die Untersuchungen 

zeigten außerdem eine moderate bis hohe positive Korrelation zwischen FROH und der 

Informationen zur pedigreebasierten Inzucht (FPED). Sogar für den Fall, dass FPED Null war, 

wurden Anzeichen von Inzucht durch die Analyse von homozygoten Segmenten aufgedeckt. 

Eine dritte Untersuchung wurde durchgeführt, um die genetische Diversität des Deutschen 

Weißköpfigen Fleischschafes (GWM) durch die Nutzung von Daten aus Pedigree (N = 19.000) 

und Genotypen (N = 46) zu analysieren. Darüber hinaus wurden verschiedene Verfahren zur 

Ermittlung von Inzucht auf Basis von ROH untersucht. Ausgehend von der Pedigree-Analyse 

war das durchschnittliche Generationsintervall 3,24. Schätzungen des mittleren FPED und Ne für 

die gesamte Population betrugen 0,01 und 132. Diese Werte unterschieden sich von den 

Schätzungen, die für eine Subpopulation der Tiere, geboren in den letzten vier Jahren der 

Pedigree-Daten, berechnet wurden und 0,04 und 99 betrugen. Nur 59 Vorfahren erklärten 50 % 

der Unterschiede in den Rassen. Die auf Basis der Genomanalyse ermittelten Werte für Ho und 

Ne betrugen 0,389 sowie rund 50. Die drei auf Basis von 16.825 SNP Markern durchgeführten, 

separaten Populationsanalysen wiesen auf einen Genfluss von anderen Rassen, wie vor allem 

Berrichone du Cher zu GWM hin. Um unterschiedliche Verfahren zur Ermittlung von Inzucht 

auf Basis von ROH zu vergleichen, wurde FROH auf Basis von entweder Länge der ROHs oder 

Anzahl von SNPs in den ROHs kalkuliert. Die von diesen zwei Verfahren abgeleiteten 

Schätzungen der Inzucht betrugen im Mittel 0,045 bzw. 0,046 und wiesen eine hohe Korrelation 
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(rp = 0,99) auf. Des Weiteren war FROH gesamt in Werte für spezifische Chromosomen 

aufgeteilt. 

In einer abschließenden Untersuchung wurden die Ergebnisse von den zwei zur Identifikation 

von ROHs geeigneten Softwareprogrammen PLINK and RZOOROH miteinander verglichen. 

Dies diente dazu, um das Fehlen einer Übereinstimmung in der Wahl von Schwellenwerten zur 

Bestimmung von ROHs in unterschiedlichen Studien zu thematisieren.   

Die Analyse von Felddaten von 52 Mangalitza-Schweinen und Daten der vollständigen 

Genomsequenz (VGS) von sechs Schleswiger Kaltblut-Pferden zeigte vergleichbare 

Schätzungen von FROH über verschiedene Modelle und Analysesoftware, obwohl die Nummer 

von gefundenen ROH in großem Umfang variierte. Für die Pferde wurde ein array-ähnlicher 

Datensatz (26.932 SNPs) mit den VGS-Daten verglichen. Letztere erwiesen sich als effizienter 

in der Identifikation von kurzen ROH. 
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1.0 General introduction 

1.1 Background  

The growth in global human population is accompanied by an increase in domestic animal 

populations, especially livestock species. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO) report on the state of the world’s animal genetic resources (FAO, 2015), the global 

population of the biggest five livestock species increased by 23% in chickens, 12% in goats, 

10% in pigs, 7% in cattle and 4% in sheep between 2005 and 2012 alone. Despite the increasing 

number of animals within species, the number of breeds continue to decline and some get 

extinct or are “at risk” of extinction. The report also showed that 184 cattle, 160 sheep, 107 pig, 

60 chicken and 19 goat breeds are extinct. Moreover, 17% of all breeds including those that are 

extinct are classified as being at risk. Europe, the Caucasus, and North America had the highest 

proportions of breeds classified as “at risk”, and in these regions, the systems of production 

allow the use of only a few high yielding breeds for production. Such systems are also 

characterised by the use of improved biotechnological procedures, e.g., artificial insemination 

and embryo transfer, which accelerate genetic progress (Gengler and Druet, 2001). The 

imposition of high selection pressure on high yielding breeds to meet rising demands for animal 

products culminates in the erosion of genetic diversity with associated problems of inbreeding 

depression (Hiemstra et al., 2010). Additionally, breeds that are not frequently used for 

production tend to suffer from a reduction in numbers and an eventual loss of genetic diversity.  

Genetic diversity within- and between-breeds is important, because this is the base of natural 

and artificial selection, and therefore, constitutes a valuable resource for long-term genetic 

improvement in livestock populations (Fisher, 1958). Additionally, genetic diversity is essential 

for historic, aesthetic and socioeconomic reasons, and when properly conserved, is some kind 

of  insurance against future changes in production conditions (Oldenbroek, 2007; FAO, 2015). 

Global attempts to combat the erosion of animal genetic diversity is evidenced by the adoption 
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of both the ‘Global Action Plan for Animal Genetic Resources’, and the ‘Interlaken Declaration 

on Animal Genetic Resources’ (FAO, 2007).  According to Hiemstra et al. (2010), the effective 

conservation of local breeds involves a two-step approach: 1) Assessing the present state of the 

population by way of determining the degree of endangerment of the breed and 2) Making a 

decision on a management strategy to keep the population in a ‘healthy’ state. 

1.2 Developments on measures of genetic diversity 

Genetic diversity reflects differences among individuals for many characters including eye, skin 

and hair colour in humans, colour and banding patterns of snail shells, flower colour in plants, 

and protein and DNA sequences (Frankham et al., 2002). Diversity can be measured at the 

individual, species, community and the ecosystem level (Weitzman, 1993). At the species level, 

genetic diversity is measured either within- or between-breeds, and the two measures can be 

combined into what is termed “aggregate diversity” which is essential for prioritisation and 

conservation decisions (Ollivier and Foulley, 2005).     

In a review, Toro et al. (2009) described expected heterozygosity (𝐻𝑒) as the most widely used 

parameter to measure diversity within breeds. Also referred to as gene diversity, 𝐻𝑒 is defined 

as the probability that two alleles chosen at random from a population are different (Nei, 1973). 

𝐻𝑒 has often been calculated based on pedigree information in which unknown founder animals 

are assumed unrelated. However, the assumption of no relatedness of unknown founder animals 

does not always hold in livestock populations and besides, the depth of pedigree can vary 

greatly as can the level of inbreeding. The rate of inbreeding (∆𝐹) offers a better alternative to 

describe the dynamics of variation in a population and it is independent of either a reference 

population or pedigree depth (Hiemstra et al., 2010).  The ∆𝐹 is inversely related to the effective 

population size (𝑁𝑒), the latter being the most preferred parameter for determining the 

endangerment status of a breed (Gandini et al., 2004). 𝑁𝑒 is defined as the number of individuals 
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in an ideal population that would give rise to the same rate of inbreeding as observed in the 

actual breeding population (Falconer et al., 1996).   

Advances in molecular genetic technology in the last decades has enabled the development of 

a high-throughput genotyping, providing the opportunity to directly detect both neutral and 

functional variations by the use of markers. In fact, the application of markers in livestock 

diversity studies has evolved from use of allozymes, mitochondrial DNA, amplified fragment 

length polymorphisms and microsatellites to the use of Single-nucleotide polymorphisms 

(SNPs) (Toro et al., 2009). SNPs are broadly used nowadays due to high coverage, possibility 

of automation and associated low cost. Like the use of pedigree, molecular markers provide 

avenue for computing 𝐻𝑒 and 𝑁𝑒. Moreover, different methods have been developed to estimate 

inbreeding from marker information: some depending on single point information (Ritland, 

1996; Purcell et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2011)  and others on long stretches of homozygous 

markers that are identical by descent (IBD) (McQuillan et al., 2008). The present study explored 

a genome-based index of inbreeding known as ROH (runs of homozygosity) inbreeding. 

1.3 Study population 

Six different breeds belonging to four species were mainly used in this study. These include 

three cattle breeds (Angler, Red-and-White Dual-purpose and Red Holstein), sheep (German 

White-headed mutton), horse (Schleswig Draught horse) and pig (Mangalitza pig) breeds. Apart 

from the exotic Mangalitza pig breed that originated from Hungary (Egerszegi et al., 2003), all 

the other breeds are native to Northern Germany and predominantly found in Schleswig-

Holstein.  

Angler (RVA) and Red-and-White Dual-purpose (RDN) are dual-purpose breeds and their milk 

yield performances are below that of Red Holstein (RH). RH is a high yielding breed; hence, it 

has been used to improve the performance of the former and many other European breeds 
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(Andresen et al., 2014). The “Central Documentation on Animal Genetic Resources in 

Germany” classifies RDN as a conservation population, RVA as a monitoring population, and 

RH as not “at risk”. 

German White-headed mutton (GWM) is a meat-type breed developed from crosses between 

local Marsh sheep and English breeds (Ehrich, 1936; Porter et al., 2016). It is classified as a 

monitoring population. 

The Schleswig Draught horse is a conservation breed whose ancestry traces back to 

Bauernlandpferd and Jutland Cold blood horses. The Mangalitza pigs consist of three 

subpopulations including Red, Blond and Swallow-belly Mangalitza, and these, together with 

the Schleswig Draught horse were primarily included in the thesis for methodological reasons. 

1.4 Objectives and outline of thesis 

The primary objectives of the current thesis were to assess genetic diversity in the outlined 

breeds, especially RVA, RDN and GWM, and furthermore, to shed light on aspects of an 

autozygosity measure derived from ROH. We perceive the role of knowledge on the current 

state of diversity in the breeds in enhancing the adoptions of appropriate strategies that keep 

their populations in a healthy state.    

This thesis is organised into six chapters. Following a general introduction, chapter 2 aimed at 

assessing the within- and between-breed genetic diversity of RVA and RDN using pedigree 

information. Different inbreeding concepts including classical and ancestral approaches, and 

the concentration of genes in terms of founder and ancestor contributions were examined. The 

latter included other cattle breeds among which RH featured most.  

Chapter 3 brought RVA, RDN and RH under a single investigation that aimed at using 

genomic information to elucidate genome-wide diversity and population structure of the three 

breeds. Genome-based heterozygosity, inbreeding and effective population size were studied in 
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all three breeds. Additionally, gene flow events from RH into RVA and RDN populations were 

investigated using principal component, admixture, and network visualisation analyses. 

Furthermore, the advantages of using ROH to predict inbreeding were discussed. 

In chapter 4, both pedigree and genomic information were used to quantify genetic diversity 

in GWM sheep. Here, two different approaches to computing total inbreeding coefficient from 

ROH and a partitioning of this coefficient into values for different chromosomes were 

investigated. Similarity between the different genomic measures, as well as pedigree inbreeding 

were elaborated. Additionally, the relatedness between GWM and other sheep breeds was 

investigated in population structure analyses very similar to that in chapter 3.  

Chapter 5 expands the work on ROH by comparing the outcomes of different ROH detection 

software programmes using genomic data on the horse and pig breeds. The idea was to provide 

recommendation on the setting of parameter thresholds when using rule-based programmes to 

call ROH. The two ROH-based approaches described in chapter 4 were further explored using 

the pig and horse populations. Different models that distinguish the age of inbreeding were 

investigated as were the effects of different marker densities on the level of detectable 

autozygosity. 

In chapter 6, the results of chapter 2 to chapter 5 were jointly discussed in a wider context to 

provide implications for current and future genetic diversity studies. 
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2.0 Genetic diversity and ancestral history of the German Angler and the Red-

and-White dual-purpose cattle breeds assessed through pedigree analysis 

2.1 Abstract 

Local cattle breeds continue to decline in numbers partly due to the use of high performing 

breeds in advanced production systems where genetic material of elite animals is widely spread. 

The objective of this study was to assess the within and across breed genetic diversity of the 

Angler and Red-and-White dual-purpose (DP) cattle breeds applying different inbreeding 

concepts. Classical and ancestral inbreeding coefficients were computed from pedigree data 

using the gene dropping method. Effective population size was calculated based on the increase 

of classical inbreeding, and based on ancestral inbreeding to obtain what was termed as 

ancestral effective population size. Furthermore, the effective number of founders and ancestors 

were computed to assess the disequilibrium of founder contribution in the reference 

populations. The analyses were performed separately for each breed and for a combined dataset. 

The Angler pedigree was more complete (88%) in the first parental generation but completeness 

declined with increasing pedigree depth. Average classical inbreeding coefficients of inbred 

individuals were 2.19%, 1.94% and 2.07%, while average Ballou’s ancestral inbreeding 

coefficients were 3.69%, 1.39% and 2.21% for the Angler, Red-and-White DP and the 

combined breed pedigree analyses, respectively. Ancestral history coefficient is a novel 

coefficient and its estimates were similar and strongly correlated to Ballou’s coefficients (rp = 

0.99, p < 0.001). The effective population size estimates ranged from 156 to 170 for the classical 

inbreeding based method, and as low as from 50 to 54 for the ancestral history coefficient-based 

method. The effective number of founders and ancestors ranged from 310 to 532, and 90 to 

189, respectively. Our results showed that the Red Holstein breed is a key progenitor of the 
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breed populations under study. This highlights cross breeding schemes introduced to improve 

the milk trait performance of the Angler and Red-and-White DP breeds some decades ago. 

2.2 Introduction 

Angler (RVA) and Red-and-White DP (RDN) cattle are local breeds of German origin. Both 

breeds have small populations predominantly found in the Northern part of the country. Planned 

breeding of RVA dates back to 1838, however, the organisation of a central herdbook and 

official milk recording began in 1879 and 1902, respectively (Thompson, 1986). The RVA 

breed has been used to improve many local red breeds of central and eastern European countries 

as well as in the Baltic countries (Adamczyk et al., 2008; Felius et al., 2014). Lactation yield of 

RVA cows is about 7500 kg with approximately 3.5% protein and 5% fat. Systemic breeding 

of RDN cattle on the other hand started in 1885 and from 1992, a pedigree of the breed typically 

has a maximum of 25% Red Holstein genes (Andresen et al., 2014). To maintain large 

populations for bull testing, there were exchanges of bulls between the RDN population in 

Germany and the Meuse-Rhine-Yssel population in The Netherlands (CGN, 2009). German 

RDN bulls were also used in Belgium to improve the native Red-and-White breed after the 

merging of provincial herd books into a single national herdbook in 1970 (Bay et al., 2010). 

RDN cows produce on average 7000 kg milk per lactation with approximately 3.5% protein 

and 4% fat. 

Available data from the German Federal Office for Agriculture and Food indicate a gradual 

decline in herdbook number of RVA and RDN bulls and cows over the past two decades 

(TGRDEU, 2016). During the same period, however, the number of herdbook cows increased 

markedly for the high performing German Holstein breed. Based on effective population size 

(𝑁𝑒), the German National Committee on Animal Genetic Resources classified RVA as a 

monitoring population (200 < 𝑁𝑒 ≤ 1000) and RDN as a conservation population (𝑁𝑒 ≤ 200) 
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(TGRDEU, 2016). The 𝑁𝑒 values for the categorisation were calculated based on herdbook 

number of male and female animals. This estimation procedure is generally useful in the 

absence of pedigree data. With the availability of pedigree information, pedigree analysis can 

offer a better understanding of the population structure and trends in inbreeding of these breeds. 

In dairy cattle, pedigree analysis has often been used in genetic diversity studies (Koenig and 

Simianer, 2006; Roughsedge et al., 2017), and in assessing the effect of inbreeding on differing 

phenotypic traits (Mc Parland et al., 2007; Mc Parland et al., 2009; Hinrichs and Thaller, 2011; 

Hinrichs et al., 2015). Apart from a few studies (Mc Parland et al., 2007; Mc Parland et al., 

2009; Hinrichs and Thaller, 2011; Hinrichs et al., 2015), most pedigree analyses involving dairy 

cattle were focused on classical inbreeding without considering the age of inbreeding. 

Meanwhile, ancestral inbreeding concepts (Ballou, 1997; Kalinowski et al., 2000) are well 

established. In a recent study, Ballou’s and Kalinowski’s ancestral inbreeding coefficients were 

redefined (Baumung et al., 2015), and the authors introduced the ancestral history coefficient 

(AHC) defined as the number that tells how many times during pedigree segregation (gene 

dropping) a randomly taken allele has been in IBD status. 

In the current study, we performed both within and across breed diversity assessment by 

calculating classical inbreeding coefficients, ancestral inbreeding coefficients according to 

Ballou (Ballou, 1997) and as suggested by Kalinowski (Kalinowski et al., 2000), and AHC for 

the RVA and RDN cattle breeds. Furthermore, we calculated the effective population size, 

effective number of founders and of ancestors, and investigated the contribution of key 

ancestors to inbreeding. 

2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 Pedigree Information 

Pedigree data for RVA and RDN span the period between 1906 and 2016 and were obtained 

from the official computation centre responsible for breeding value estimation (Vereinigte 
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Informationssysteme Tierhaltung w. V., Verden, Germany). The RVA dataset consisted of 

93,078 animals, including 10,481 bulls and 82,597 cows. In total, 184,358 animals including 

16,068 bulls and 168,290 cows formed the RDN pedigree dataset. For both breeds, there has 

been some form of introgression of genetic material from other conventional breeds including 

the German Black-and-White Holstein, German Red-and-White Holstein (also referred to as 

Red Holstein; RH), Holstein from North America, Jersey, Braunvieh, Fleckvieh and 

Scandinavian Red cattle. Breeds other than RVA and RDN were therefore present in both 

datasets, and consequently, 12,709 animals were common to both pedigrees. The completeness 

of pedigree (MacCluer et al., 1983) was computed for all animals to ascertain the proportion of 

known ancestors per generation. Additionally, the number of complete generation equivalent 

(CGE) known in the pedigree was computed as the sum over all known ancestors of the term 

(1/2)n, where n is the number of generations separating the individual from each known ancestor 

(Maignel et al., 1996). 

2.3.2 Data Processing, Analysis and Software 

Using SAS software (SAS 9.4, SAS Institute Cary, NC, USA), we recoded the animal 

identification numbers (Ids) in the raw pedigree file from 15 digits to 14 digits, the maximum 

number required by PEDIG software (Boichard, 2002). PEDIG software was used for the 

extraction, verification, sequential recoding of the pedigrees, and for the calculation of classical 

inbreeding coefficients for all animals. The raw pedigree data were also recoded sequentially 

using the R software package QTLRel (Cheng et al., 2011) and in the process, mismatches 

regarding the sex of animals were corrected. The GRAIN software package (Baumung et al., 

2015) was applied for the computation of ancestral inbreeding coefficients. To describe possible 

disequilibrium of founder contribution to the reference population (RP, i.e., animals with both 

parents known), ENDOG v4.8 (Gutiérrez and Goyache, 2005) was used to compute parameters 

derived from the probability of gene origin. Pedigree analysis was carried out separately for 
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each breed, and for the combined data (RVA_RDN), the latter involving 264,727 different 

individuals. In all three cases, animals with no known parents in the pedigree data were 

considered as founders and assumed unrelated. 

2.3.3 Classical and Ancestral Inbreeding 

The classical individual inbreeding coefficient (F) is defined as the probability of an individual 

having two identical alleles by descent. This was calculated following Meuwissen and Luo 

(1992) and averaged over all as well as inbred animals. We also calculated classical inbreeding 

coefficients together with ancestral inbreeding coefficient according to Ballou (Ballou, 1997) 

and as suggested by Kalinowski (Kalinowski et al., 2000), and AHC (Baumung et al., 2015) 

using a modified version of gene dropping (MacCluer et al., 1986; Suwanlee et al., 2007) with 

106 replications. Originally, Ballou’s ancestral inbreeding coefficient (Fa_Bal) refers to the 

cumulative proportion of an individual’s genome that has been previously exposed to 

inbreeding in its ancestors. Without changing the original meaning of the parameter, Fa_Bal 

was recently defined as the probability that any allele in an individual has been autozygous 

(IBD) in previous generations at least once (Baumung et al., 2015). Kalinowski’s approach to 

ancestral inbreeding (Fa_Kal) gives a narrower meaning of the parameter, and is defined as the 

probability that any allele in an individual is currently autozygous (IBD) and has been 

autozygous in previous generations at least once. The ancestral history coefficient is quite novel 

and by definition, tells how many times during pedigree segregation a randomly taken allele 

has been in IBD status (Baumung et al., 2015). 

2.3.4 Effective Population Size 

The Effective population size is defined as the number of individuals in an ideal population that 

would give rise to the same rate of inbreeding as observed in the actual breeding population 

(Falconer et al., 1996). 𝑁𝑒 was computed by first calculating the rate of inbreeding as the 
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regression coefficient (b) of the classical inbreeding coefficient (F) on the CGE (Gutiérrez and 

Goyache, 2005). Secondly, 𝑁𝑒values were obtained using the equation below: 

𝑁𝑒 = 1/2𝑏.   

Additionally, we applied the same estimation procedure in the calculation of what we termed 

as ancestral effective population size, which can be defined as the size of a population as 

reflected by its rate of ancestral inbreeding. In this regard, three values being Ne_Bal, Ne_Kal 

and Ne_AHC were distinguishable. 

2.3.5 Probability of Gene Origin Based Parameters 

The effective number of founders (𝑓𝑒) and effective number of ancestors (𝑓𝑎) best describe the 

unbalanced representation of founder contributions in a reference population. Parameter 𝑓𝑒 

defines the number of equally contributing founders that would be expected to produce the same 

genetic diversity as in the population under study (Lacy, 1989). Except in situations where each 

founder contributes the same to a reference population, 𝑓𝑒 is always smaller than the actual 

number of founders. Calculation of 𝑓𝑒 follows the equation below: 

𝑓𝑒 = 1/ ∑ 𝑞𝑘
2𝑓

𝑘=1  ,   

where 𝑞𝑘 is the probability that a gene randomly sampled in the population originates from 

founder k, and f is the total number of founders (Boichard et al., 1997). Parameter 𝑓𝑎 on the other 

hand, refers to the minimum number of ancestors, not necessarily founders, explaining the 

complete genetic diversity of a population (Boichard et al., 1997) and can be computed as: 

𝑓𝑎 = 1/ ∑ 𝑞𝑗
2𝑎

𝑗=1 ,   

where 𝑞𝑗 represents the marginal genetic contribution of ancestor 𝑗, i.e., the genetic contribution 

made by an ancestor that is not explained by previously chosen ancestors, and 𝑎 is the total 

number of ancestors considered. To calculate marginal genetic contributions, the first major 

ancestor was found based on its raw genetic contribution (i.e., 𝑞𝑘= 𝑞𝑗) following an iterative 
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procedure. Next, the genetic contribution of the nth major ancestor was calculated conditional on 

the genetic contribution of the n - 1 already chosen ancestors. Boichard et al. (1997) present a 

detailed algorithm to compute marginal genetic contribution. Therefore, parameter 𝑓𝑎 accounts 

for the losses of genetic variability, which result from the unbalanced use of reproductive 

individuals producing a bottleneck. Furthermore, the ratio of the two parameters (i.e., 𝑓𝑎/𝑓𝑒) 

actually reflects the role of bottleneck in the development of the population. Values close to 

one indicate the absence of a bottleneck. 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 Completeness of Pedigree 

Figure 1 shows the completeness of pedigree across parental generations for the RVA, RDN 

and the RVA_RDN datasets. Completeness of the RVA pedigree was about 90% and higher 

than that of the RDN (64%) in the first parental generation. For the same parental generation, 

pedigree completeness was intermediate when the two pedigrees were combined (RVA_RDN). 

The proportion of known ancestors decreased quite steadily with increasing pedigree depth such 

that, completeness was below 50%, 20% and 30% at the seventh parental generation for RVA, 

RDN and RVA_RDN, respectively. Beyond the thirteenth parental generation, completeness 

was close to zero in all three cases. Published estimates of pedigree completeness level for cattle 

vary a lot. It ranges from 99% to below 10% in recent and founder generations, respectively 

(Kehr et al., 2010; Hazuchová et al., 2013; Bernardes et al., 2016).   

Mean values for the number of known CGE were 5.59, 2.7 and 3.73 for RVA, RDN and 

RVA_RDN, respectively, and consistent with the ranking of the three scenarios based on the 

trends in pedigree completeness across parental generations. The CGE is an appropriate 

criterion to characterise pedigrees (Maignel et al., 1996). The estimated mean CGE for RVA in 

https://file.scirp.org/Html/12-3001751_79299.htm#f1
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this study was higher than the estimate for French Holstein (4.75) (Maignel et al., 1996) but 

lower than that reported for German Holstein cows (6.15) (Koenig and Simianer, 2006). 

 

Figure 1. Pedigree completeness indicating the percentage of known ancestors per parental 

generation, computed for the RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN pedigrees (Parental generation 1 

represents parents, 2 represents grandparents, etc.). 

Similar to the results of previous studies, there is a general trend of decreasing pedigree 

completeness with increasing pedigree depth. Pedigree recording in the study populations 

started over a century ago, and at a time when little was known about planned breeding. 

Recognition of breed importance and improvements achieved in breeding over the years are 

contributing factors to the observed increase in data recording from founder to recent 

generations. Incompleteness of pedigrees in this study implies a caution about overreliance on 

our data for inbreeding estimation. It was demonstrated that with only 10% of unknown 

pedigree, inbreeding is strongly underestimated (Boichard et al., 1997). 

2.4.2 Different Inbreeding Coefficients 

The numbers of inbred individuals were 59,000, 39,477 and 95,343 representing 64%, 21% and 

36% for RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN, respectively. The percentage of inbred individuals was 
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low for the RDN pedigree and this is due to the inability of the pedigree data to fully capture 

the relationships between all animal as discussed previously. Table 1 summarises the mean 

values of classical inbreeding coefficients for all and inbred individuals, Ballou’s and 

Kalinowski’s ancestral inbreeding coefficients, and ancestral history coefficients calculated for 

the three different pedigree datasets. Generally, the inbreeding estimates were higher for the 

RVA breed and intermediate for the combined breed analysis. Average classical inbreeding 

coefficient of inbred individuals in this study ranged from 1.94 to 2.19 and were lower than the 

estimate for German Holstein dairy cattle (3.25%) (Hinrichs et al., 2015).  

Table 1. Average classical inbreeding coefficients and estimates of average ancestral in- 

breeding coefficients computed for the RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN pedigrees. 

Item RVA (%) RDN (%) RVA_RDN (%) 
F for all animals 1.39 0.41 0.75 
F for inbred animals 2.19 1.94 2.07 
Fa_Bal  3.69 1.39 2.21 
Fa_Kal  0.16 0.05 0.09 
AHC  3.94 1.49 2.37 

 

More interesting are the changes in inbreeding over time for all individuals in each pedigree 

dataset. As shown in Figure 2, the level of inbreeding started rising steadily only after the 1940s. 

Before this period, only a few animals existed in all pedigrees as most animals were born after 

the 1960s. From the 1960s onwards, inbreeding levels increased markedly and continuously in 

all three cases but dropped for the RDN breed after the 1990s. Average inbreeding coefficient 

usually increases over time especially in small and closed populations where the mating of 

related individuals is unavoidable. Comparatively, the RVA breed has a smaller population size, 

which may have accounted for the high and continuous increase of inbreeding rate. There may 

have been an intervention to curb the increase of inbreeding for the RDN breed population from 

the 1990s, but we do not have adequate information to substantiate this. 
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Figure 2. Changes in the per-decade average inbreeding coefficients for the RVA, RDN and 

RVA_RDN complete pedigrees. 

Knowing the population level inbreeding rate alone is not enough, rather, the effect of 

inbreeding as manifested in the reduction in individual’s performance per unit increase in 

inbreeding coefficient (i.e., inbreeding depression). Ballou’s concept of ancestral inbreeding 

proposes a measure that tells which individuals or population harbour fewer detrimental genes. 

Thus, higher values of the parameter indicate the likelihood of an individual having fewer 

detrimental genes. Following this concept, it can merely be said that the RVA breed population 

has endured high inbreeding at the ancestral level (Fa_Bal = 3.69%) and is probably prone to 

fewer incidents of inbreeding depression. The mean estimates for Fa_Kal were much lower, 

i.e., 0.16%, 0.05% and 0.09% for RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN, respectively. By definition, 

Fa_Kal deals with alleles which are homozygous because they have met in the past, and only 

includes the ancestral inbreeding of relationship. This means that unlike Fa_Bal, Fa_Kal for an 

individual remains zero when its classical inbreeding coefficient is zero. Note that our analysis 

did not include the second component of the parameter that deals with new inbreeding. To our 

knowledge, the results on AHC in this study represent one of the first tests of this coefficient 

using real data. Estimates of AHC were high i.e., 3.94%, 1.49% and 2.37% for RVA, RDN and 
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RVA_RDN, respectively, and very similar to the estimates of Fa_Bal. The advantage of AHC is 

that it offers an appropriate measure of inbreeding when selection against deleterious recessive 

alleles is less than fully efficient. The correlation between the different inbreeding coefficients 

are presented in Table 2. Similar estimates of classical inbreeding coefficient were obtained for 

the computation following Meuwissen and Luo (1992) (F_Meuw) and by the use of gene 

dropping method as implemented using GRAIN (F_Gendrop). Correlation between F_Meuw 

and F_Gendrop was near perfect (rp = 0.99, p < 0.001) for both the analysis involving the 

complete pedigree (above diagonal) and for the calculation using only inbred individuals (below 

diagonal). This served as a check of accuracy for our gene dropping procedure used in 

computing all ancestral inbreeding coefficients. For the complete data, AHC and Fa_Bal were 

almost identical (rp = 0.99, p < 0.001), however, the correlation between either of the two 

coefficients and the classical inbreeding coefficient was intermediate (rp = 0.50, p < 0.001). The 

situation was the same for inbred individuals, but the estimates were slightly lower. Correlations 

between classical inbreeding coefficient and Fa_Bal calculated for inbred animals in the current 

study were slightly lower than those found in previous studies; (0.61) (Hinrichs et al., 2015) 

and (0.36 - 0.40) (Mc Parland et al., 2009). The correlations between classical inbreeding 

coefficient and Fa_Kal in our study were also slightly lower than in the afore-mentioned studies. 

Between Fa_Bal and Fa_Kal, the correlation estimates in the current study were lower than that 

(0.89) reported by Hinrichs et al. (2015), but higher than those found by Mc Parland et al. (2009) 

(0.28 to 0.38). Based on their obtained weak correlation between Fa_Bal and Fa_Kal, the 

authors (Mc Parland et al., 2009) argued that the two coefficients measure different population 

statistics. However, our results and those of the other authors (Hinrichs et al., 2015) suggest 

some kind of relationship between the two coefficients. Differences in correlation estimates 

between the different inbreeding coefficients as reported by different authors are expected since 

populations differ in pedigree structure. 
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Table 2. Correlations between different inbreeding coefficients computed for all animals in the 

combined pedigree (N = 264,727, above diagonal elements) and for inbred animals (N = 95,343, 

below diagonal elements) with p value < 0.001 in all cases. 

Parameter F_Meuw F_Gendrop Fa_Bal AHC Fa_Kal 
F_Meuw     - 0.999 0.506 0.502 0.748 
F_Gendrop 0.999 - 0.506 0.502 0.748 
Fa_Bal 0.264 0.264 - 0.998 0.658 
AHC 0.266 0.266 0.997 - 0.669 
Fa_Kal 0.679 0.679 0.634 0.648 - 

 

2.4.3 Effective Population Size 

Estimates of effective population size are given in Table 3. The 𝑁𝑒  computed based on the 

increase of classical inbreeding coefficient was higher for RDN (170) than for RVA (156). Note 

that the RDN pedigree recorded the lowest average inbreeding coefficient but also the poorest 

pedigree quality. Here, effective population size values were estimated by regressing the 

individual inbreeding coefficients on the CGE traced, and considering the regression coefficient 

as the rate of inbreeding. The same procedure was applied to the individual estimates of Fa_Bal, 

Fa_Kal and AHC to calculate for the first time, ancestral effective population size which we 

defined as the size of a population as reflected by its rate of ancestral inbreeding. The ancestral 

effective population size estimates based on Fa_Bal (Ne_Bal) and that based on AHC (Ne_AHC) 

were similar and ranged from 50 to 59 animals for all data considerations. Estimates of ancestral 

effective population size based on Fa_Kal (Ne_Kal) on the other hand, were unrealistically high 

and above 1000 animals. Nevertheless, these high estimates are not surprising since Fa_Kal 

considers only “old” inbreeding. Applying different computation methods (Kehr et al., 2010),  

pedigree based 𝑁𝑒 values ranging from 47 to 167 animals were reported for the Rotes 

Hoehenvieh cattle breed. The estimated 𝑁𝑒  values in the current study are higher than the 

threshold number of 50 animals (FAO, 1998), and between 50 and 100 animals (Meuwissen 

and Woolliams, 1994), below which the fitness of a population is expected to decrease. 
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Table 3. Estimates of effective population size computed based on classical and ancestral 

inbreeding concepts for the RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN datasets. 

Parameter RVA RDN RVA_RDN 

Ne 156 170 161 
Ne_Bal 54 59 58 
Ne_Kal 1040 1186 1160 
Ne_AHC 50 54 53 

 

2.4.4 Founder and Ancestor Contributions 

The parameters derived from the probability of gene origin account for the unbalanced use of 

founders in a pedigree and unlike 𝑁𝑒, are less affected by pedigree errors (Boichard et al., 1997). 

In Table 4, the results of the parameters derived from the probability of gene origin are given. 

Additionally, statistics on the number of animals that formed the reference and base populations 

are provided. The RDN pedigree had a slightly lower RP (73,749) although it has the highest 

total number of animals. A total of 10,059, 24,101 and 30,911 ancestors, some of which were 

not founders contributed to the RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN reference populations, respectively. 

The 𝑓𝑒 estimates obtained were 310 (RVA), 519 (RDN) and 532 (RVA_RDN). Published 𝑓𝑒 

estimates for other cattle breeds range from 40 to 649 animals (Marquez et al., 2010; Melka et 

al., 2013; Bernardes et al., 2016). These values depended on the actual number of founders 

making it interesting to interpret 𝑓𝑒 in relation to the actual number of founders rather than a 

simple comparison of absolute values across studies. Compared to the actual number of 

founders, the estimated 𝑓𝑒 values in the current study suggest an unbalanced genetic contribution 

in the founder population of all three cases. A simple offspring analysis of our data revealed an 

excessive use of some individuals, especially males as parents. An individual in the Angler 

pedigree for instance, sired 1,485 offspring (results not shown). Meanwhile, the obtained 𝑓𝑎 

values show that only 90, 189 and 159 animals explained the complete genetic diversity in the 

RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN reference gene pools, respectively. In all three cases, the 𝑓𝑎/𝑓𝑒 ratio 
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indicates the occurrence of a genetic bottleneck since the foundation of the population, and the 

RVA population is the most impacted. The use of artificial insemination in these breeds could 

be a contributing factor to the observed genetic bottleneck. 

Table 4. Number of animals in the reference and base populations, and the effective number of 

founders and ancestors computed from the probability of gene origin for the RVA, RDN and 

RVA_RDN pedigrees. 

Item RVA RDN RVA_RDN 

Total number of animals (N) 93,078 184,358 264,727 

Animals with both parents known (RP) 76,520 73,749 142,240 

Base population (N - RP) 16,558 110,609 122,487 

Ancestors contributing to reference population 10,059 24,101 30,911 

Effective number of founders 310 519 532 

Effective number of ancestors 90 189 159 

fa/fe 0.29 0.36 0.30 

 

The marginal genetic contribution of the top 10 ancestors to the RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN 

reference populations are given in Table 5. Total genetic contribution of the top 10 ancestors 

were 26.3%, 18% and 19% for RVA, RDN and RVA_RDN, respectively. These ancestors 

either had many offspring or did contribute enormously through their famous offspring, as was 

the case for the only female ancestor (ID = 840000000005304) whose two sons sired 226 and 

15 immediate progenies. Interestingly, some of the top ancestors (see superscript a, b and c) 

were common to both the RVA and RDN pedigrees. These ancestors and some others 

(superscript d, e, and f under RVA, and g under RDN) also appear in the combined breed 

analysis as major ancestors. The current population of Angler and Red-and-White DP cattle 

breeds are genetically not distinct. In fact, they share common ancestors some of which can be 
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Table 5. Marginal genetic contribution of the top 10 ancestors to the RVA, RDN and 

RVA_RDN reference populations given by the sex of individual, birth year, breed type and 

number of offspring. 

Ancestor ID Sex Birth Year Breed Type Marginal 
contribution 

Offspring 

RVA      
840000001842371 Male 1980 Red Holstein  0.045423 167 
840000001629391a Male 1972 Red Holstein 0.029506 135 

276000102168990d Male 1974 Angler 0.027598 244 

276002240018965e Male 1966 Angler 0.027072 328 

840000001491007b Male 1965 Red Holstein 0.025572 231 

752000000093907f Male 1990 Angler 0.024679 184 
840000001427381c Male 1962 Red Holstein 0.023268   93 

000008400028756 Male 1963 Angler 0.021919   19 

528000775157228 Male 1991 Red Holstein 0.019265 147 

276000102142217 Male 1970 Angler 0.018949 605 
RDN      

840000001629391a Male 1972 Red Holstein 0.031539 245 

840000001491007b Male 1965 Red Holstein 0.025185 323 

528000000355040 Male 1973 Red & White (RDN) 0.018695 166 

124000000267150g Male 1958 Red Holstein 0.018484   59 

528000000338535 Male 1971 Red Holstein 0.017550   47 

840000001427381c Male 1962 Red Holstein 0.017217   94 

840000001189870 Male 1952 Red Holstein 0.014265   90 

000009002053500 Male 1966 Red Holstein 0.013015 349 

528000951276374 Male 1982 Red & White (RDN) 0.011961   25 

000009002037187 Male 1965 Red Holstein 0.011538 116 

RVA_RDN      

840000001629391a Male 1972 Red Holstein 0.037133 279 

840000001620273 Male 1972 Red Holstein 0.025723   24 

840000001491007b Male 1965 Red Holstein 0.024239 377 

840000001427381c Male 1962 Red Holstein 0.019417 114 

276000102168990d Male 1974 Angler 0.014904 245 

276002240018965e Male 1966 Angler 0.014614 329 

124000000267150g Male 1958 Red Holstein 0.014474   61 

752000000093907f Male 1990 Angler 0.013290 184 

840000000005304 Female 1973 Red Holstein 0.012795    2 

840000001189870 Male 1952 Red Holstein 0.012364   92 
a-gAncestor Ids with the same superscript indicate the same animal appearing in the different pedigree datasets 

(Ancestors were selected based on marginal contribution calculated following (Boichard et al., 1997)). 
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traced back to as early as 1965. Most striking is the high genetic contribution of the Red 

Holstein breed to the breed populations under study. For the Red-and-White dual purpose breed, 

it has been established that a pedigree of the breed has a maximum of 25% Red Holstein genes 

(Andresen et al., 2014). These revelations highlight crossbreeding schemes established to 

improve the performance of local cattle breeds some decades ago. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Analysing the Angler and Red-and-White dual-purpose local cattle pedigrees has shed some 

light on the population structure of these breeds in Germany. The current study demonstrates 

that Ballou’s approach to estimating ancestral inbreeding and the novel ancestral history 

coefficients are similar approaches that produce comparable results. Besides, these coefficients 

provide avenue to calculate effective population size at the ancestral level. The effective 

population size of the breeds did not raise concern; however, due to incompleteness of the 

pedigree data used, consideration of the parameters derived from the probability of gene origin 

was extremely necessary in characterising the genetic diversity within the populations. For both 

breeds, the reference populations were raised from founder or ancestor groups, within which 

genetic contributions were typically unbalanced: male animals being favoured. Consequently, 

only a few animals explained the complete genetic diversity in the populations under study. The 

Red Holstein breed is a key progenitor of the current Angler and Red-and-White dual-purpose 

cattle populations in Germany. Based on the high genetic contribution of key ancestors 

belonging to other breeds, we recommend an extensive investigation of foreign blood 

percentage in both breeds. 
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3.0 Runs of Homozygosity and NetView analyses provide new insight into the 

genome-wide diversity and admixture of three German cattle breeds  

3.1 Abstract 

Angler (RVA) and Red-and-White dual-purpose (RDN) cattle were in the past decades crossed 

with influential Red Holstein (RH) sires. However, genome-wide diversity studies in these 

breeds are lacking. The objective of the present study was to elucidate the genome-wide 

diversity and population structure of the three German cattle breeds. Using 40,851 single 

nucleotide polymorphism markers scored in 337 individuals, runs of homozygosity (ROH) 

were analysed in each breed. Clustering and a high-resolution network visualisation analyses 

were performed on an extended dataset that included 11 additional (outgroup) breeds. Genetic 

diversity levels were high with observed heterozygosity above 0.35 in all three breeds. Only 

RVA had a recent past effective population size (Ne) estimate above 100 at 5 generations ago. 

ROH length distribution followed a similar pattern across breeds and the majority of ROH were 

found in the length class of >5 to 10 Mb. Estimates of average inbreeding calculated from ROH 

(FROH) were 0.021 (RVA), 0.045 (RDN) and 0.053 (RH). Moderate to high positive correlations 

were found between FROH and pedigree inbreeding (FPED) and between FROH and inbreeding 

derived from the excess of homozygosity (FHOM), while the intercept of the regression of FROH 

on FPED was above zero. The population structure analysis showed strong evidence of admixture 

between RVA and RH. Introgression of RDN with RH genes was minimally detected and for 

the first time, the study uncovered Norwegian Red Cattle ancestry in RVA. Highly 

heterogeneous genetic background was found for RVA and RH and as expected, the breeds of 

the extended dataset effectively differentiated mostly based on geographical origin, validating 

our findings. The results of this study confirm the impact of RH sires on RVA and RDN 
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populations. Furthermore, a close monitoring is suggested to curb further reduction of Ne in the 

breeds. 

3.2 Introduction 

Following their domestication, cattle became adapted to specific environments into which they 

were introduced by their human capturers. The complexity of their origin, coupled with both 

artificial and natural selection culminated into the development of numerous breeds that exhibit 

variable phenotypes linked to different local conditions across regions of the world (Ajmone-

Marsan et al., 2010; Gautier et al., 2010). In the past few decades, however, factors including 

advances in breeding methods, industrialisation of cattle husbandry and the globalization of 

human society have resulted in the development of specialised high yielding breeds, which are 

often used at the expense of local breeds (Gautier et al., 2010; Kukučková et al., 2017). This 

calls for urgent actions at regional, national and international levels to save local breeds from 

extinction. 

In Schleswig-Holstein in the northern part of Germany, two local cattle breeds namely, the 

Angler (RVA) and Red-and-White dual-purpose (RDN) cattle are regionally well 

acknowledged and kept in commercial enterprises. RVA is popular for its high milk fat 

percentage and though a dual-purpose breed, kept primarily for milk production. It has 

contributed to the genetics of many local red breeds of central and eastern European countries 

and in the Baltic region (Adamczyk et al., 2008; Felius et al., 2014). Similarly, RDN was used 

to improve the performance of the Belgian native Red-and-White breed some decades ago (Bay 

et al., 2010). The performance of RVA and RDN in terms of milk yield falls below that of Red 

Holstein (RH) cattle in the same region. Therefore, breeders attempted to improve milk yield 

of the local breeds by the introduction of genes from high yielding breeds. Bennewitz and 

Meuwissen (2005) highlighted the introgression of RVA with genetics of other breeds (e.g., 
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RH and Swedish Red), which happened in the 1960s. For RDN, a pedigree of the breed typically 

harbours RH genes reaching about 25% (Andresen et al., 2014). Like other local breeds, RVA 

and RDN are small in numbers and their respective herdbook numbers are declining. To our 

knowledge, genetic diversity studies in these breeds are very limited. For instance, a pedigree-

based assessment of genetic diversity in the RVA and RDN populations revealed some 

influential RH sires being key ancestors of these populations (Addo et al., 2017). The influence 

of same sires in both populations makes it interesting to study genome-wide diversity across 

these three breeds. In an independent study (Wang et al., 2017b), a close relationship (genome 

based kinship coefficient = 0.039) was found between RVA and RH although principal 

component analysis put the two breeds apart. 

Genome-based genetic diversity studies are nowadays the method of choice given the recent 

advances in SNP chips technology and the developments of advanced computational 

methodologies in population genetics (LaFramboise, 2009; Lenstra et al., 2012; Kawęcka et al., 

2016). Medium to high density SNP panel has been used especially in cattle (Orozco-terWengel 

et al., 2015; Signer-Hasler et al., 2017; Forutan et al., 2018; Mastrangelo et al., 2018) and to a 

lesser extent in sheep (Edea et al., 2017; Purfield et al., 2017; Deniskova et al., 2018), goats 

(Burren et al., 2016; Manunza et al., 2016) and horses (Druml et al., 2017; Grilz-Seger et al., 

2018). In most of these studies, principal component analysis (PCA) and the model-based 

admixture analysis (Alexander et al., 2009) were effectively used to infer population structure 

between breeds. More recently, a high-definition network visualisation tool (NetView) was 

introduced (Neuditschko et al., 2012) and further developed (Steinig et al., 2015) to investigate 

population differentiation and produce fine-scale population structures without prior knowledge 

of individual ancestry. For studies involving within breed diversity, an inbreeding concept 

based on runs of homozygosity (ROH) is gaining wider acceptance (McQuillan et al., 2008). 

These methodologies provide new approaches that can be applied in local breeds to guide 

conservation decision. Therefore, the objective of the current study was to use various methods 
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in the assessment of whole-genome diversity of three German cattle breeds (RVA, RDN and 

RH) and furthermore, investigate admixture and gene flow events amongst them. The study 

also investigated the usefulness of ROH in these breeds. Findings of the research provide insight 

into the composition and diversity of the breeds. 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Data and data preparation  

Genotyping data on 338 animals including 169 RVA, 69 RDN and 100 RH individuals were 

obtained from the official computation centre responsible for breeding value estimation (vit, 

Verden, Germany) for the analyses. The vit also provided pedigree data on RVA and RDN. All 

animals were genotyped with the Illumina BovineSNP50 BeadChip: 207 with chip type v2 

featuring 54,609 SNPs and 131 with v1 (54,001 SNPs). The data were merged in PLINK 

(Purcell et al., 2007) after the removal of all non-autosomal and non-annotated SNPs. The 

merged dataset, consisting of 51,105 SNPs, was filtered to keep individuals with 95% of their 

SNPs called and SNPs with 95% call rate across all samples. SNPs with minor allele frequencies 

(MAF) lower than 5% or that deviate from Hardy Weinberg expectation (P value ≤ 0.0001) 

were excluded. After filtering, 337 individuals remained, all having the same 40,851 SNPs with 

an average distance of 60.496 kb (minimum, 0.065 kb; maximum, 937.787 kb) and a mean r2 

value of 0.186 between adjacent SNPs (Appendix 1). Using quality filtered data, the “--

genome” function in PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) was used to derive genomic relationship 

coefficients between all individuals for each breed. Subsequently, from the pairs of highly 

related individuals (relationship coefficient > 0.30), one animal was randomly discarded to 

ensure an appropriate representation of the diversity of each breed. This step was necessary to 

minimize within breed clustering in population structure analysis. Finally, 106 RVA, 47 RDN 

and 88 RH individuals remained and were used for all calculations except in the detection of 
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ROH where all 337 individuals were used. Apart from the original data for this study as 

described, genotype information on 274 individuals available publicly at the “Web-Interfaced 

next generation Database dedicated to genetic Diversity Exploration” (WIDDE) (Sempéré et 

al., 2015) were included as outgroup data in the population structure analyses. These cover 11 

different breeds: 10 genotyped with the Illumina BovineSNP50 BeadChip and 1 (i.e., Angus) 

with the Illumina HD chip (Table 6). The outgroup data were pruned applying previously 

mentioned filtering criteria and were subsequently merged with the quality controlled original 

dataset. The resulting dataset had 32,566 SNPs on 515 individuals. 

Table 6. Description and source of publicly available outgroup data on 274 individuals across 

11 breeds. 

Breed Acronym Land of Origin Number Original data source 

Abondance ABO France 22 (Gautier et al., 2010) 

Angus ANG Scotland 42 Illumina HD project 

Baoule BAO Burkina Faso 28 (Gautier et al., 2009) 

Brown Swiss BSW Switzerland 24 (Matukumalli et al., 2009) 

Charolais CHA France 20 (Gautier et al., 2010) 

Guernsey GNS Channel Islands 21 (Matukumalli et al., 2009) 

Holstein HOL Northern Europe 30 (Gautier et al., 2010) 

Jersey JER Channel Islands 21 (Gautier et al., 2010) 

Montbeliarde MON France 30 (Gautier et al., 2010) 

Norwegian Red cattle NRC Norway 21 (Matukumalli et al., 2009) 

Red Angus RGU Scotland 15 (Matukumalli et al., 2009) 

 

3.3.2 Heterozygosity and genomic effective population size 

Observed heterozygosity (Ho) was estimated for each breed using the “--het” command in 

PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007). This was calculated as a difference between the number of 

homozygotes and the number of non-missing genotypes, expressed as a proportion of non-

missing genotypes. The recent past demographic history of each breed was studied by 
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estimating effective population sizes (Ne) through linkage disequilibrium (LD) applying the 

SNeP package (Barbato et al., 2015). SNeP predicts Ne following Corbin et al. (2012): 

𝑁𝑇(𝑡) =  (4𝑓(𝑐𝑡))
−1

(𝐸[𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑗
2 |𝑐𝑡]−1 − ∝) 

where 𝑁𝑇(𝑡) is the effective population size t generations ago calculated as 𝑡 = (2𝑓(𝑐𝑡))
−1

 

(Hayes et al., 2003), ct  is the recombination rate for a specific physical distance between SNPs 

estimated using Sved and Feldman approximation (Sved and Feldman, 1973), 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑗
2  is the LD 

value adjusted for sample size and α is a correction for the occurrence of mutations. Default 

settings of the programme were used apart from a specification of sample size and a setting of 

the maximum distance between SNPs to 10 Mb. The chosen distance allowed the estimation of 

Ne related to 5 generations back (Ne5Gen), which was considered as the most recent estimate 

following Deniskova et al. (2018). For much recent generations, LD-based Ne tends to be 

unreliable (Corbin et al., 2012). The extent of LD decay in each breed was analysed from 

PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) generated LD values which were calculated for markers on the 

same chromosome that are less than 2 Mb apart. 

3.3.3 Runs of homozygosity and inbreeding 

For each of the 337 individual, ROH were detected using PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) and by 

applying a sliding window of 50 SNPs, allowing one possible heterozygous genotype, up to 

two missing genotypes, a minimum SNP density of 1 SNP every 100 kb and a maximum gap 

of 1 Mb between consecutive homozygous SNPs. Next, the abundance and size distribution of 

ROH were investigated. ROH were categorized based on their physical length into 1 to 5 Mb, 

>5 to 10 Mb, >10 to 15 Mb, >15 to 20 Mb, >20 to 25 Mb, >25 to 30 Mb and >30 Mb as in 

previous studies (Burren et al., 2016; Manunza et al., 2016). Furthermore, the total number of 

ROH and the sum of all ROH segments were calculated for all animals per breed and per ROH 

length category. Genomic inbreeding coefficient based on ROH (FROH) was calculated for each 

animal following McQuillan et al. (2008), i.e., 𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻 = ∑ 𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻 /𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂, where ∑L𝑅𝑂𝐻 refers to 
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the total length of all ROH in the genome of an individual and 𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂 is the length of the 

autosomal genome coverage by SNPs in the analysis (2,499,219 kb). Following Mészáros et al. 

(2015), FROH was calculated for three different minimum lengths of ROH including 4, 8 and 16 

Mb representing FROH>4, FROH>8 and FROH>16, respectively. An alternative genomic inbreeding 

coefficient (FHOM) was calculated for each animal based on the excess in the observed number 

of homozygous genotypes within an individual relative to the mean number of homozygous 

genotypes expected under random mating (Keller et al., 2011). The observed and expected 

number of homozygous genotypes were obtained using the “--het” PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) 

command. Pedigree-based inbreeding coefficients (FPED) were calculated for 155 RVA and 65 

RDN genotyped individuals with 3,375 and 2,204 available records of ancestors, respectively. 

FPED was calculated following the algorithm of Meuwissen and Luo (1992) as implemented in 

PEDIG (Boichard, 2002). Average pedigree completeness at the fifth parental generation was 

88% and 89% for the 155 and 65 individuals, respectively. Finally, FROH, FHOM and FPED were 

compared using linear regression and Pearson’s correlation coefficient (rp).  

3.3.4 Population structure  

To characterise the population structure, LD pruning was performed on the quality filtered data 

using the “--indep 50 5 2” PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) command. Only 19,971 SNPs remained 

for this analysis.  In the first step, PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) was used to generate genome-

wide pairwise identity-by-state (IBS) distances between individuals as well as eigenvectors on 

which basis the relationships between breeds were studied using PCA. Secondly, the 

programme ADMIXTURE (Alexander et al., 2009), which uses a model-based clustering 

algorithm, was used to determine the optimal number of k clusters (i.e., the most likely number 

of contributing populations), and to describe individual ancestry in terms of these clusters. 

Using the “cv-flag” of the programme, a 20-fold cross-validation procedure was performed for 

a range of k between 1 and 40, and the k with the lowest cross-validation error was considered 
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as the optimal number of clusters for the data. Cluster assignments ranging from k = 2 to k = 

20 were graphically presented using POPHELPER (Francis, 2017). Thirdly, a NetView analysis 

(Neuditschko et al., 2012) which uses an unsupervised clustering method known as Super 

Paramagnetic Clustering was applied to detect fine-scale population structures based on genetic 

distances. Network construction and the clustering of individuals were implemented using the 

R version of  NetView (Neuditschko et al., 2012; Steinig et al., 2015). The programme requires 

a specification of the maximum number of nearest neighbours (K-NN) an individual can have. 

K-NN was set to 10, 35 and 100 to investigate the characteristics of both fine- and large-scale 

genetic structures. Following clustering, population networks were visualised using Cytoscape 

v3 (Shannon et al., 2003). Finally, admixture results at the optimal k clusters were included in 

the network construction such that node colour represents individual level of admixture at the 

selected number of clusters. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Genetic diversity parameters 

Table 7 summarises genetic diversity parameters including relationship coefficients, 

heterozygosity and effective population size (estimates). Average genomic relationship 

coefficients (Ø gRel) were 0.028 in RH, 0.031 in RVA and 0.033 in RDN. Estimates of Ho were 

high in all breeds and reached 0.374 for RVA. Average LD decreased along growing inter-

marker distances, with a slight variation across breeds (Figure 3). RVA (green) displayed the 

fastest LD decay while RH (red) showed the slowest. The estimate of Ne5Gen was largest in 

RVA (113) and smallest in RDN (67). For all breeds, Ne declined over time (Figure 4A). RVA 

maintained the largest Ne across all generations. For several generations, Ne trend in RDN was 

slightly above that in RH until about 30 generation ago when the trajectories became the same 

and the opposite happened then after (Figure 4B).  
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Table 7. Number of animals (N), average genomic relationship (Ø gRel), average observed 

heterozygosity (Ho) and most recent effective population size (Ne5Gen) for Angler (RVA), Red-

and-White dual-purpose (RDN) and Red Holstein (RH). 

Breed N Ø gRel (±SD) Ho (±SD) Ne5Gen 

RVA 106 0.031 (± 0.048) 0.374 (± 0.008) 113 

RDN 47 0.033 (± 0.048) 0.356 (± 0.013) 67 

RH 88 0.028 (± 0.046) 0.363 (± 0.010) 86 

 

 

Figure 3. Average linkage disequilibrium (LD) decay in Angler (RVA), Red-and-White dual-

purpose (RDN) and Red Holstein (RH). 
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Figure 4. Trends in LD based effective population size for Angler (RVA), Red-and-White dual-

purpose (RDN) and Red Holstein (RH). A) Across 1000 generation and B) across 52 

generations ago. 

3.4.2 Runs of homozygosity and inbreeding 

The number and length of ROH segments differed considerably among animals and across 

breeds (Table 8). ROH segments were identified in all but 14 RVA individuals. Averaging the 

total number of ROH segments over the number of animals with identified ROH, RH had the 

highest number of ROH segments (10.25), whilst RVA had the lowest number (4.61). RH and 

RDN had greater proportion of their autosome, 0.53 (132.51 Mb) and 0.45 (112.91 Mb), 
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respectively, covered with ROH. The proportion of autosomal genome length covered by ROH 

in RVA was 0.23 and comparatively small. Variation existed in the distribution of the various 

ROH length classes, but a common pattern was followed across breeds (Figure 5). The majority 

of ROH segments (~47 to 49%) were found in the length class >5 to 10 Mb for all breeds.  

Table 8. Number of animals with and without identified ROH, total and average number of 

ROH per breed and average sum of ROH segment lengths for Angler (RVA), Red-and-White 

dual-purpose (RDN) and Red Holstein (RH). 

Breed No. of animal 
without ROH 

No. of animal 
with ROH 

Total 
No. of 
ROH 

Avg. No. of 
ROH segments 

(min-max) 

Avg. sum of ROH 
segment lengths in 

Mb (min-max) 
RVA 14 154 710 4.61 (1-13) 58.16 (5.91-187.67) 

RDN 0 69 608 8.81 (1-20) 112.91 (5.09-281.13) 

RH 0 100 1,025 10.25 (3-20) 132.51 (23.26-298.49) 

 

Figure 5. Frequency distribution of the number of ROH in different length classes for Angler 

(RVA), Red-and-White dual-purpose (RDN) and Red Holstein (RH). 
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Within the second highest represented length class, >10 to 15 Mb, the proportion of ROH was 

highest in RVA (28%) and about the same in RDN and RH (~24%). Longer ROH segments 

(>30 Mb) were very few (~5%) but the proportion was even smaller for length class 1 to 5 Mb. 

Regardless of the minimum length of ROH threshold or method of computation, inbreeding 

was generally lower in RVA, intermediate in RDN and highest in RH (Table 9). When the 

minimum length of ROH was set to 4 Mb, average FROH varied from 2.1% (RVA) to 5.3% 

(RH). The estimates varied from 1.8% to 4.4% and 0.9% to 2.3% for minimum length setting 

of 8 and 16 Mb, respectively. FROH within breed also varied (see standard deviations) with 

values reaching over 11% in some RDN and RH individuals. Overall, FROH decreased with 

increased minimum ROH length threshold. Negative values were obtained for FHOM in most 

individuals. Estimation of FPED was only possible for RVA and RDN since pedigree records 

were not available for the RH genotypes. The completeness of pedigree in RVA and RDN are 

provided in Appendix 2.    

Table 9. Mean inbreeding coefficients calculated from ROH with minimum length of 4 

(FROH>4), 8 (FROH>8), and 16 (FROH>16) Mb, from the excess of homozygosity (FHOM) and from 

pedigree (FPED) for Angler (RVA), Red-and-White dual-purpose (RDN) and Red Holstein 

(RH).   

Breed FROH>4 

Mean (±SD) 

FROH>8 

Mean (±SD) 

FROH>16 

Mean (±SD) 

FHOM 

Mean (±SD) 

FPED 

Mean (±SD) 

RVA 0.021 (± 0.017) 0.018 (± 0.016) 0.009 (± 0.012) -0.015 (±0.026)      0.013 (± 0.012) 

RDN 0.045 (± 0.028) 0.038 (± 0.025) 0.020 (± 0.019) -0.017 (± 0.038) 0.023 (± 0.020) 

RH 0.053 (± 0.024) 0.044 (± 0.024) 0.023 (± 0.020) -0.010 (± 0.029) NA 

The pedigree-based average inbreeding coefficients estimated were generally lower than those 

computed from ROH. In Figure 6, the linear regression plots of FROH on FPED (left) and FROH 
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on FHOM (right) for RVA and RDN are provided for the different ROH length thresholds (A, B 

and C). Within and across breeds, moderate to high correlations significantly different from 0 

(p-value < 2.2e-16) were found for all comparisons. Between FROH and FPED, rp was strongest 

for the 4 Mb threshold (0.701, R2 = 0.491), followed by 8 Mb (0.690, R2 = 0.476) and then 16 

Mb (0.620, R2 = 0.385). The correlations between the two genomic inbreeding measures (i.e., 

FROH vs. FHOM) were slightly stronger and followed the afore-mentioned pattern, thus 4 Mb 

(0.752, R2 = 0.565), followed by 8 Mb (0.740, R2 = 0.548) and then 16 Mb (0.660, R2 = 0.435).  

 
Figure 6. Regression plot of FROH>4Mb (A), FROH>8Mb (B) and FROH>16Mb (C) on FPED (left) and 

on FHOM (right) for Angler (green) and Red-and-White dual-purpose (blue). The broken line 

(black) is a regression line for both breeds and corresponds to the regression equation presented.   
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An investigation of the relationship between FHOM and FPED showed a comparatively weaker 

correlation (0.511, R2 = 0.261) between the two inbreeding measures, although significant at p-

value = 5.246e-16 (Appendix 3). The intercept of the regression of FROH on FPED was high 

(0.011) at the minimum ROH length threshold of 4 Mb and close to zero (0.002) when the 

minimum length was increased to 16 Mb. 

 
3.4.3 Population structure 

The first principal component (PC1) explained 21.2% while the second (PC2), third (PC3) and 

fourth (PC4) explained 17.9%, 13.4% and 9.2%, respectively of total variation in the data 

(Figure 7). Contrasting PC1 vs. PC2, the West African breed (BAO) was clearly separated from 

the rest of the breeds all of which originated from Europe. Among the European breeds, some 

clustering occurred along geographical lines. The Northern European breeds (HOL, RH, RVA, 

RDN and NRC) formed what seemed like an interlocking cluster clearly separated from 

Scottish breeds (ANG and RGU) on one hand and on the other hand, the remaining breeds 

originating from France (ABO, CHA and MON), Channel Islands (JER and GNS) and 

Switzerland (BSW). A plot of PC3 vs. PC4 resulted in a clear separation of the Channel Island, 

French and Swiss breeds. Within the French breeds, there was a close proximity between ABO 

and MON while CHA was distinctly separated. The closeness between JER and GNS was 

maintained similar to the situation in ANG and RGU. For the Northern breeds, only RDN was 

partially separated from the rest of the group. The HOL samples cluster completely with 

samples from RH and the two overlaid a fraction of genotypes from RVA.  

An optimal number of k = 19 was determined as the most probable number of inferred clusters 

adjudging from the lowest cross-validation error estimate (Appendix 4). Admixture graphs of 

the cluster analysis for k values being 2, 5, 9, 13 and 19 are shown in Figure 8 (see Appendix 5 

for k values ranging from 2 to 20). The analysis at k = 2 revealed a partial differentiation of the 

African breed (BAO) from the European ones (predominantly red background).  
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Figure 7. Principal component analysis of 14 cattle breeds distinguished by shape and colour. 

Based on 19,971 SNPs, the first four components together accounted for 61.7% of variation in 

the data. 

As the value of k increased, BAO maintained its unique ancestry while the European breeds 

differentiated mostly based on geographical origin. Consistent with the findings of PC1 vs. 

PC2, the admixture results at k = 5, showed a near identical genetic background for JER and 

GNS (steel blue) and for ANG and RGU (green). Additionally, the Northern breeds (RVA, RH, 

HOL, RDN and NRC) showed varying degrees of admixture (predominantly red) in a similar 

fashion as the Swiss and French breeds (predominantly pink). At k = 9, the French breeds 

(magenta) differentiated almost entirely from BSW; GNS (yellow) differentiated from JER; 

and RDN (blue) and NRC (forest green) showed higher degree of distinction from the rest of 

the Northern breeds. Here, NRC shared more of its ancestry with RVA while genetic 

background of RH and HOL was still almost identical. At k = 13, ABO and CHA differentiated 

from MON and some degree of dissimilarity of ancestor fractions was observed between RH 

and HOL for the first time. At the optimal number of k clusters (k = 19), all three French breeds 

were effectively differentiated although specks of admixture among them was evident. At this 

cluster level, there was persistency of the varying levels of admixture among the Northern 
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breeds. RVA showed the highest level of admixture with RH and HOL and besides, these 

breeds, especially RVA and RH had highly mixed genetic background. 

 

Figure 8. Admixture graphs for k = 2, 5, 9, 13 and 19 with the optimal cluster level marked 

with an arrow. The amount of a colour in a cluster reflects a breed’s proportion of genetic 

variation originating from that colour. Breed names are coloured according to geographical 

origin: Germany (red), Northern Europe (grey), Norway (green), Channel Islands (dark red), 

Switzerland (blue), France (purple), Scotland (brown) and Burkina Faso (orange).  

The network visualization analysis provided a fine-tuned resolution of connectedness within 

and between breeds. In Figure 9, network graphics are presented for K-NN = 10 (A) and K-NN 

= 100 (B). At a K-NN value of 10, there exists a massive interconnection of networks between 
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the Northern European breeds (HOL, RH, RVA and NRC). This however, excluded RDN that 

formed a separate and single cluster. Samples of the ANG and RGU were also highly connected 

although a displacement of four ANG individual was observed. All the remaining breeds 

formed separate clusters and for ABO, BAO, GNS and NRC at least one individual was 

displaced from the breed cluster. Using a K-NN value of 100, the Channel Island breeds formed 

a single cluster that loosely connects to the rest of the European breeds. Consistent with both 

the PCA and Admixture results, there was no connection between BAO and the European 

breeds even at this high K-NN value.  

 

Figure 9. Visualization of high-resolution population networks for 14 cattle breeds. K-NN = 

10 (A) investigated small-scale structures, K-NN = 100 (B) targeted large-scale structures and 

breeds are distinguished by node colour. 

The use of an intermediate number of nearest neighbour (i.e., K-NN = 35) resulted in the 

formation of clusters and networks completely based of geographical origin (Figure 10). 

Notably, RDN was only loosely connected to the rest of the Northern breeds. By including the 

results of admixture analysis at the optimal number of k = 19 clusters, the proportions of genetic 

background of each sample (illustrated with node colours), alongside the sample’s 
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connectedness with other genotypes are displayed (in Box). Generally, samples within a cluster 

had similar ancestry and for most breeds this tend to be uniform overall, while those from RVA 

and RH were most diverse. 

 

Figure 10. Network visualisation of 14 cattle breeds effectively separated along geographical 

lines with K-NN = 35. Admixture results at k = 19 were included in the network construction 

(in Box) such that node colouration reflects individual level of admixture. 

3.5 Discussion 

Knowledge of the genetic diversity within and between breeds is essential for management 

decisions that aim at breed preservation. This is especially true for local breeds that are often 

small in numbers due to deliberate use of high yielding breeds in most commercial settings. 

The primary objective of this study was to assess whole-genome diversity of two local cattle 

(RVA and RDN) and a high yielding breed (RH) and subsequently investigate patterns of 

admixture of these breeds applying different methods. Our study represents the first 
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investigation of heterozygosity, molecular based Ne and ROH in RVA and RDN. Besides, 

admixture among the three breeds has never been reported. 

3.5.1 Genetic diversity and demographic changes 

Average genomic relationship within breed was similar (0.031 vs. 0.033) for RVA and RDN 

and slightly lower (0.028) for RH. These estimates are much lower than the estimates reported 

by Signer-Hasler et al. (2017) (0.044 to 0.155) for several cattle breeds. Among the breeds in 

the previous study (Signer-Hasler et al., 2017), average genomic relationship for RH was 0.060. 

The sampling of individuals for a study can influence the overall genomic relationship among 

chosen animals. The data used in our study were already available and to mimic a randomly 

sampled population, a cap of 0.3 was put on the genomic relationship between any pair of 

individuals within a breed, i.e., following Burren et al. (2016). This could partly explain the 

observance of lower estimates of average genomic relationship in our study. Thus, the sampling 

of whole families for instance, could result in an overestimation of relatedness within 

populations. Observed heterozygosity has been used as a measure of within breed genetic 

diversity in several studies (Orozco-terWengel et al., 2015; Signer-Hasler et al., 2017; 

Mastrangelo et al., 2018) in which analyses were essentially based on the Illumina 

BovineSNP50 BeadChip. Estimates of Ho in this study (0.356 to 0.374) fall within the range of 

values found in the previous studies; 0.357 to 0.399 in nine Swiss dairy cattle populations 

(Signer-Hasler et al., 2017), 0.297 to 0.358 in thirty-two Italian cattle breeds (Mastrangelo et 

al., 2018) and 0.026 to 0.33 in fifty-three cattle breeds from around the world (Orozco-

terWengel et al., 2015). In the latter study (Orozco-terWengel et al., 2015), very low genetic 

diversity estimates (below 0.20) were found for some breeds, especially those from outside 

Europe. The authors attributed the differences in estimates to population demographic 

dynamics and to ascertainment bias (Gautier et al., 2009; Matukumalli et al., 2009) that tends 

to favour breeds that were included in the discovery of the BovineSNP50 chip assay. Similar to 
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most European breeds, all the breeds in our study had a high estimate of heterozygosity. The 

Ho estimates are consistent with estimates of Ne in most recent generations. From our results, 

RVA maintained the highest genetic diversity among the breeds with an estimate of Ne5Gen 

above 100. Smaller Ne estimates in RDN (67) and RH (86) may suggest limited gene flow from 

other breeds during the developmental history of these breeds. Trends in Ne however, revealed 

larger estimates for all breeds in earlier generations. Reduction in Ne across generations in this 

study suggests the occurrence of a past genetic bottleneck in all breeds and this is consistent 

with findings of many other studies (Iso‐Touru et al., 2016; Kukučková et al., 2017; 

Mastrangelo et al., 2018; Yurchenko et al., 2018). The 2018 annual report on cattle production 

in Germany provided census numbers including 595,929 (RH), 110,000 (RDN) and 30,411 

(RVA) (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Rinderzüchter, 2018), however, the number of 

herdbook animals is much lower. Thus, the census numbers can be deceptive, as they do not 

accurately inform of the genetic diversity present in the breeds. RVA has a smaller census 

number; nevertheless, it maintained the highest genetic diversity probably due to high levels of 

introgression activity. This is to some extent supported by the observed trend in LD decay. 

RVA showed a faster LD decay indicative of high within breed diversity. In RDN and RH, 

decay was slower probably due to the presence long haplotypes. Therefore, average inbreeding 

is expected to be higher in these latter breeds.           

3.5.2 Usefulness of ROH inbreeding 

Wright’s pedigree inbreeding concept (Wright, 1922) has a long history of widespread and 

routine use in genetics. Pedigree inbreeding estimation assumes a base population in which 

individuals are unrelated and non-inbred and it has the tendency to underestimate realised 

relationships. Nowadays, the increased availability of cost-effective genomic data in the form 

of SNPs has made it possible to develop methods for the estimation of genomic inbreeding. In 

a previous study, FROH and FHOM were found to be more precise and often less biased than FPED 
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(Kardos et al., 2015). Among the genomic estimators, FROH presents some advantages that can 

make it the method of choice. For instance, ROH length can be used to distinguish between 

recent and ancient inbreeding. Thus, long ROH are indicative of recent inbreeding whereas 

short ROH predict inbreeding of ancient origin (Keller et al., 2011; Kardos et al., 2015). FROH 

is also not affected by allele frequencies (Zhang et al., 2015a) and it only takes values between 

zero (0) and one (1). Consequently, it provides the best premise for comparison with FPED. ROH 

detection parameters in this study were somewhat adapted to the thresholds used by Purfield et 

al. (2012) for the Bovine SNP50 panel in one of the most extensive studies of ROH in cattle. 

For all our breeds, the majority of ROH were observed in the length class >5 to 10 Mb. This is 

consistent with the finding of Signer-Hasler et al. (2017) but contrary to other findings (Purfield 

et al., 2012). In the latter, Purfield et al. (2012) found ROH of length class 1 to 5 Mb to be more 

frequent in using the high-density SNP panel (777,972 SNPs). Our observation of very few 

ROHs (less than 4%) in the length class 1 to 5 Mb may be an inherent property of the Illumina 

BovineSNP50 BeadChip. Validating the panel’s reliability to infer ROH that had been 

previously detected with greater accuracy using HD array, Purfield et al. (2012) reported a 

failure of the reduced panel to detect about 27% of ROH in the length class 1 to 5 Mb. However, 

the proportion of ROH in this length class reported by Signer-Hasler et al. (2017) was still high 

(about 18 to 35%) though the overall distribution was similar to what we found. In fact, all 

ROH detected in our study were above 4 Mb even when no restriction was put on the minimum 

ROH length. Hence, it is not surprising to have the smallest proportion of ROH in the length 

class 1 to 5 Mb. Undoubtedly, old inbreeding contributed to overall inbreeding in our breeds, 

however, a substantial proportion of this contribution arose from ancestors in generations not 

too distant in time, probably around 12 generations ago under the assumption that 1 cM = 1 

Mb. Thus, inbreeding coefficients calculated from ROH with minimum length higher than 4, 8 

and 16 Mb are expected to correspond to the reference ancestral population being remote 

approximately 12, 6 and 3 generations, respectively (Mészáros et al., 2015). This actually forms 
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the basis for calculating FROH>4, FROH>8 and FROH>16 in this study. The estimated FROH>16 showed 

that recent inbreeding is more a problem in RDN and RH than in RVA. This is not different for 

the other minimum ROH length measures. These finding are consistent with the Ho and Ne 

estimates reported. Red Holstein is a high yielding breed whose performance is next to the 

Black-and-white Holstein in the region (Schleswig-Holstein). Average milk yield of the breed 

recorded in 2017 was 8,208 kg compared to that of RVA (7,638 kg) and RDN (6,738 kg) 

(Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Rinderzüchter, 2018). Use of reproductive techniques such as 

sexed semen in first inseminations is more intense and has a much longer history in RH 

(Arbeitsgemeinschaft Deutscher Rinderzüchter, 2018). Such techniques promote wide spread 

use of few animals with the consequence of increased inbreeding levels.  

Negative average values of FHOM were found for all our breeds and this was not surprising since 

the estimation procedure made use of the current sample of individual as reference (Wang, 

2014). Purcell et al. (2007) warned that strongly negative values of this parameter could stem 

from sample contamination events. However, Wang (2014) explained that such negative values 

can be legitimate and must not be interpreted as probabilities, rather the expected relative deficit 

of the occurrences of homologous genes that are identical in state within individuals due to the 

relative deficit of shared ancestry. Inbreeding estimates based on the pedigree method were 

found to be generally lower than those from FROH and this is also the case for many other studies 

in cattle (Zhang et al., 2015a; Signer-Hasler et al., 2017; Forutan et al., 2018). Similar to our 

finding, the magnitude of the difference between FROH and FPED was about a double in Zhang 

et al.’s study (2015a) when a reduced SNP panel was used and even larger in using sequenced 

data. In Signer-Hasler et al.’s (2017) study however, only a slight difference was observed 

between the two inbreeding estimators, for instance, estimates of 0.045 and 0.042 were obtained 

for FROH and FPED, respectively, in RH. Lower estimates of FPED can be the results of incomplete 

and shallow-depth pedigree. In the current study, average pedigree completeness at the fifth 

parental generation was 88% for RVA and 89% for RDN. At that same parental generation in 
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Signer-Hasler et al.’s (2017) study, pedigree completeness was above 99% for all breeds whose 

FPED estimates did not deviate much from the estimates of FROH. It is not surprising that the 

authors found an extremely large difference between the two estimates for the breed (Evolèner) 

that had a pedigree completeness of 36%. Nevertheless, our regression analysis revealed a linear 

and positive relationship between all the inbreeding estimators. FROH>4 tend to correlate highly 

with FPED and FHOM than did either FROH>8 or FROH>16. Notice is to be made that FROH>4 is 

equivalent to a no restriction on minimum ROH length (i.e., FROH>4 = FROH) in this study. Our 

correlation estimates (0.701, FROH, FPED; 0.752, FROH, FHOM and 0.511, FHOM, FPED) were in the 

range of estimates reported in previous studies (Purfield et al., 2012; Ferenčaković et al., 2013; 

Marras et al., 2015; Signer-Hasler et al., 2017; Forutan et al., 2018) for cattle. Signer-Hasler et 

al. (2017) reported values of 0.701 (FROH, FPED) and 0.677 (FHOM, FPED) in using pedigrees with 

average completeness of at least 95%. In humans genetic studies, a higher value (rp  = 0.86) 

was reported between FROH and FPED when the minimum length of ROH was restricted to 1.5 

Mb (McQuillan et al., 2008). In Swiss goat breeds, Burren et al. (2016) also reported correlation 

coefficient of 0.808 between FROH and FPED from the use of pedigree information subjected to 

routine parentage testing. Meanwhile, the intercept of the regression line revealed a real 

advantage of FROH over FPED. When FROH>16 was regressed on FPED, the intercept was close to 

zero (0.002). Regressing FROH>4 and FROH>8 on FPED on the other hand resulted in higher 

estimates of intercept (i.e., 0.011 and 0.008, respectively). Recalling that shorter ROH predict 

ancient inbreeding, FROH>4 captured information on past inbreeding that was neither detected 

by FROH>16 nor by FPED. Similar findings were reported for analyses involving several cattle 

breeds (Purfield et al., 2012) and also in human genetic studies (McQuillan et al., 2008). 

3.5.3 Population structure 

Based on 19,971 autosomal SNPs, all the three measures of population structure analysis 

effectively separated the 14 breeds based on their geographical origin and this is important in 
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validating the results of our study. Further differentiation as was observed for 1) JER and GNS, 

2) MON, CHA and ABO, 3) NRC and HOL and 4) ANG and RGU at higher k values of 

admixture are consistent with findings of a previous study (Gautier et al., 2010) from which 

outgroup data were obtained. One of the aims of the current study was to investigate admixture 

and gene flow events amongst RVA, RH and RDN. Our study provided genomic evidence of 

common genetic background between these breeds. Variation, however, existed in the degree 

of ancestor sharing amongst the breeds. RVA hugely resemble RH at the optimal level of k 

(Figure 8) and it harboured a fraction of the unique background (green-yellow) from the 

Norwegian breed. The latter suggests an introgression of RVA with NRC genetics and although 

this is also true for both PCA and NetView findings, no such report exist to our knowledge. 

There has been the mentioning of introgressive hybridization to improve the performance of 

RVA (Bennewitz and Meuwissen, 2005) and RDN (Andresen et al., 2014) in previous studies. 

RVA is known to have been crossed with Danish Red cattle to improve body size and milk 

yield around 1928 and with Red Holstein, Swedish and Finnish cattle after the 1960s (Porter et 

al., 2016). According to Bennewitz and Meuwissen (2005), the original RVA breed is close to 

final extinction.  In RDN, Andresen et al. (2014) mentioned the harbouring of up to 25% RH 

genes in the breed’s pedigree. Compared to RVA, the proximity of RDN to RH seemed quite 

distant (Figure 7 and 9). However, even at high k values of the admixture analysis, low levels 

of introgression from RH could be detected in RDN. Apparently, studies that investigate 

relatedness between our breeds are lacking. The one study available (Wang et al., 2017b), 

reported a separation (though somewhat close) of RVA and RH into different clusters using 

principal component analysis. In the same study, however, a high kinship coefficient value was 

found between the two breeds.  

The NetView results supported the Admixture and PCA findings and provided deeper insight 

into the interconnectedness within and between breeds. The choice of K-NN value is an 

important factor that influences the topological structure of network graphs (Neuditschko et al., 
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2012). A K-NN value of 10 was suggested and successfully used in previous studies 

(Neuditschko et al., 2012; Burren et al., 2014; Steinig et al., 2015; Druml et al., 2017). Usually, 

larger values of K-NN aid the investigation of admixture between populations whereas smaller 

values of the parameter investigate fine-scale genetic substructure. Thus, a K-NN value of 10 

has been shown to be effective in detecting both large- and fine-scale genetic structures (Steinig 

et al., 2015). In the current study, the use of K-NN value of 10 separated most of the breeds into 

individual breed clusters except those that had high level of resemblance (Figure 9A). 

Additionally, individuals that tended to show some level of dissimilarity to the breed group 

were distinguished. K-NN =35 (Figure 10) elucidated regional differences while K = 100 

(Figure 9B) provided insight into continental breed differences. By including the results of 

Admixture at the optimal level of k in the network visualisation analysis, the level of admixture 

as indicated by node colour (Figure 10, Box) was highest in RVA and RH. This corroborates 

the admixture analysis at k = 19. For RVA, a highly mixed genetic background may reflect an 

artificial increase in heterozygosity consistent with the breed’s history and large effective 

population size. 

3.6 Conclusion  

In this study, all three measures of population structure analysis confirmed high levels of 

introgressive gene flow from RH to RVA. These breeds also showed highly heterogeneous 

genetic background. The study for the first time uncovered the presence of Norwegian Red 

cattle genes in RVA suggestive of past gene flow event between the two breeds. Introgression 

of RDN with RH genes was comparatively limited and detectable only through Admixture 

analysis. Unlike the use of herdbook number of male and female animals for the determination 

of endangerment status as in the case of our breeds of interest, genomic measures of diversity 

provide a powerful premise beyond the limitations of pedigree analysis on which basis 

conservation decisions can be made. The study emphasised the advantages of ROH inbreeding 
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over pedigree inbreeding and showed the highest level of genetic diversity in RVA. Evidently, 

the inbreeding levels in our breeds were low and did not raise alarming concerns about the 

within breed genetic diversity. However, the constantly decreasing effective population size 

across generations should inform decisions on conservation strategies for a proper management 

of the breeds. 
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4.0 Genetic diversity and the application of runs of homozygosity methods in 

German White-headed Mutton Sheep 

4.1 Abstract 

The German White-headed Mutton (GWM) sheep is a monitoring population believed to have 

been improved through crosses with other breeds, e.g., Texel (TXL) and French Berrichone du 

Cher (BDC). The primary aim of the study was to analyse genetic diversity and breed 

composition of GWM sheep. Furthermore, different measures of computing inbreeding from 

the runs of homozygosity (ROH) were investigated. Our data consisted of pedigree information 

on 19,000 animals; 40,753 quality filtered SNPs on 46 GWM individual and publicly available 

genotype data on 209 individuals belonging to nine sheep breeds. Genomic inbreeding 

coefficients computed based on the length of ROH (FROH_L) correlated highly (rp = 0.99) with 

those computed relative to the number of SNPs in ROH (FROH_N). Total inbreeding was 

partitioned into values for individual chromosomes by dividing the sum of ROH (SOR) detected 

on a specific chromosome by the length of chromosome (FROH_KK) or by dividing SOR by the 

length of autosome (FROH_KA). FROH_KA was identical to FROH_L and it showed the highest levels 

of inbreeding on chromosomes 1, 2 and 3. Correlations between the ROH-based inbreeding 

measures and pedigree inbreeding reached 0.82. The observed heterozygosity estimate in GWM 

was high (0.39), however, the breed suffered low level of effective population size (~50) from 

a genomic viewpoint. Moreover, effective number of founders (186), and effective number 

ancestors (144) implied disequilibrium of founder contribution and a genetic bottleneck in the 

breed. Multidimensional scaling and network visualisation analyses revealed close 

connectedness of GWM to BDC and German Texel (GTX). A model-based admixture analysis 

consistently indicated the flow of genes from other breeds, particularly BDC to GWM. Our 

analyses highlight the mixed genetic background of GWM sheep and furthermore, suggest a 
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close monitoring of the breed to consolidate its genetic diversity while averting further 

reduction in the effective population size. 

4.2 Introduction 

Domestic sheep (Ovis aries) are important livestock species of most agricultural-based 

economies. They serve a variety of functions including the provision of products such as meat, 

milk, wool, skin, fibre, horn and offal; by-products in the form of manure for fertilisation and 

dung for fuel or biogas production; and other benefits including a source of income and 

sociocultural prestige (Zygoyiannis, 2006; Pollott and Wilson, 2009). The demand and supply 

of sheep and specific sheep products can have a profound influence on the breeding objective 

of any sheep industry. For instance, in Germany, sheep breeders in the 1870s had to abandon 

the breeding of wool sheep in favour of mutton or mutton-wool sheep production (Ehrich, 

1936). Change of the breeding focus stem from a surge in the world wool production that made 

the local market unprofitable. Additionally, a sharp rise in human population growth called for 

drastic measures to increase food production if the country was to be self-reliant.   

Around the sixties and seventies of the 19th century, the German White-headed mutton sheep 

(GWM) was developed in Northern Germany, originally, from a cross between the local Marsh 

sheep (Wilstermarschschaf and Butjadingen) and English breeds such as Cotswold, Leicester, 

Hampshire and Oxfordshire (Ehrich, 1936; Porter et al., 2016). The breed was formally 

recognised in 1885 (Porter et al., 2016) and later, further developments took the form of crosses 

with Texel (TXL) and French Berrichone du Cher (BDC) sheep breeds (von Lengerken et al., 

2006). GWM is early maturing and has a distinct meat and weather hardiness characteristics 

(Ehrich, 1936; von Lengerken et al., 2006; Bellof and Granz, 2018). The breed is currently not 

endangered but its flock book numbers have been decreasing over the years. It is therefore listed 

as a monitoring population and in Schleswig-Holstein, many flock owners are “hobby 
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breeders”. Arguably, some of these breeders may retire in the near future due to their age and 

this may compound the problem of decreasing number of animals in the flock book.  

Small populations have a higher risk of inbreeding and loss of genetic diversity. The 

consequence of inbreeding depression, which manifests in reduced survival and fertility of 

offspring of related individuals is long established (Falconer et al., 1996; Charlesworth and 

Charlesworth, 1999; Charlesworth and Willis, 2009).  Genetic analysis offers a tool for studying 

population demography and genetic patterns that can be applied in breed conservation 

management. Both pedigree and genome analyses have been used to characterise genetic 

diversity in several species. While pedigree analysis has some limitations, genome-based 

assessment is gaining wider acceptance due to advances in the development of single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) chip technology. Recent application of SNP data analysis revealed a 

suitability of the OvineSNP50 BeadChip to infer population structure and genome-wide 

diversity in Russian (Deniskova et al., 2018) and Ethiopian (Edea et al., 2017) sheep, and in 

some meat sheep breeds across Europe (Purfield et al., 2017). In the European breeds, runs of 

homozygosity (ROH) distribution patterns and abundance were used to quantify genetic 

diversity (Purfield et al., 2017). The authors reported chromosomal ROH coverage variation 

but did not deliberately discuss the partitioning of total ROH inbreeding coefficient (FROH) into 

chromosomal inbreeding. Following McQuillan et al.’s (2008) original concept, Curik et al. 

(2017) suggested in a review, the calculation of chromosomal inbreeding as the total length of 

all ROH addressed to a chromosome expressed as a proportion of length of the related 

autosomal chromosome covered by SNPs in chip. In estimating the effect of intrachromosomal 

inbreeding depression on female fertility, Martikainen et al. (2018) made use of chromosomal 

inbreeding calculated in relation to the number (rather than length) of SNPs in ROH. Such a 

difference provides avenue for investigating the outcome of using different computation 

approaches. 
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Given the historical background of GWM sheep, the objectives of the current study were to 

quantify genetic diversity in the breed by applying both pedigree and genomic information, and 

to investigate patterns of admixture between GWM and other known breeds. Furthermore, 

different measures of ROH inbreeding and patterns of chromosomal inbreeding variation in 

GWM were investigated.  

4.3 Materials and methods 

4.3.1 Data and data preparation 

The GWM pedigree data consisted of 19,000 individuals (5,426 males and 13,574 females) 

born between 1970 and 2015 and were provided by the “Landeskontrollverband Schleswig-

Holstein e.V.”. The data mainly covered animals from approved sheep breeding organisations 

in Schleswig-Holstein. The pedigree information comprised of individual and parent 

identification numbers, sex and birth date of individuals.  

Blood samples were collected on 48 GWM individuals from across eight flocks for DNA 

extraction. Trained veterinarians performed sample collection after a permission to carry out 

the genetic studies had been granted by the Ministry of Energy Transition, Agriculture, 

Environment, Nature and Digitization in Schleswig-Holstein. From the blood samples, DNA 

was extracted following standard extraction protocol and all 48 individuals were genotyped 

with the OvineSNP50 BeadChip, which features 54,241 evenly spaced SNPs. Out of the 48 

genotyped individuals, 31 had pedigree records and were born between 2009 and 2015. After 

the removal of all non-autosomal and non-annotated SNPs from the genotype dataset, PLINK 

(Purcell et al., 2007) was used to filter out both individuals and SNPs with call rate below 90%. 

SNPs with minor allele frequencies (MAF) lower than 5% or that deviate from Hardy Weinberg 

expectation (P value ≤ 0.0001) were excluded. Consequently, 46 individuals remained after 

filtering, all having the same 40,753 SNPs (hereafter, referred to as Data1) with average 
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distance of 65.875 kb (minimum, 0.065 kb; maximum, 997.005 kb) and a mean r2 value of 

0.209 between adjacent SNPs (Appendix 6).  

Publicly available genotype data at the “Web-Interfaced next generation Database dedicated to 

genetic Diversity Exploration” (WIDDE) (Sempéré et al., 2015) were obtained for the 

investigation of admixture between GWM and other breeds. These data covered 209 individuals 

belonging to nine breeds including BDC, German Texel (GTX), Border Leicester (BRL), New 

Zealand Romney (ROM), Suffolk (SUF), East Friesian White (EFW), Mouton Charolais 

(CHL), Spanish Merino-Estremadura (SME) and Spanish Merino-Andalusian (SMA) sheep 

(Table 10). The obtained data were merged with Data1 and further pruned for linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) applying the “--indep 50 5 2” PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) command. The 

resulting dataset, hereafter, referred to as Data2 consisted of 16,852 SNPs on 255 individuals. 

Table 10. Description and source of publicly available genotype data on 209 individuals across 

nine sheep breeds. 

Breeds Abbreviation Number     Data reference 

Berrichone du Cher BDC 19 (Rochus et al., 2018) 

German Texel GTX 46 (Kijas et al., 2012) 

Border Leicester BRL 48 (Kijas et al., 2012) 

New Zealand Romney ROM 24 (Kijas et al., 2012) 

Spanish Merino (Andalusia) SMA 7 (Ciani et al., 2015) 

Spanish Merino (Estremadura) SME 13 (Ciani et al., 2015) 

Suffolk SUF 19 (Rochus et al., 2018) 

East Friesian White EFW 9 (Kijas et al., 2012) 

Mouton Charollais CHL 24 (Rochus et al., 2018) 

 

4.3.2 Pedigree analysis 

To characterise the GWM population in terms of demography and possible unbalanced genetic 

contribution, five different population parameters including Generation interval (L), Inbreeding 
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coefficient (F), Effective population size (Ne), Effective number of founders (𝑓𝑒) and Effective 

number of ancestors (𝑓𝑎)  were computed using ENDOG v4.8 (Gutiérrez and Goyache, 2005). 

A reference subpopulation consisting of animals born between 2012 and 2015 was defined for 

the most current generation in the pedigree. The quality of pedigree information was assessed 

by computing the pedigree completeness index following MacCluer et al. (1983) and by 

calculating the complete generation equivalent (CGE) (Gutiérrez and Goyache, 2005). L refers 

to the average age of parents at the birth of the progeny that is kept for reproduction. This was 

calculated separately for each of the four gametic pathways namely sire to son (Lss), sire to 

daughter (Lsd), dam to son (Lds) and dam to daughter (Ldd). F is the probability of an individual 

having two identical alleles by descent and was calculated following Meuwissen and Luo 

(1992). To calculated Ne, the rate of inbreeding (∆𝐹) was computed as a regression coefficient 

of the individual inbreeding coefficients (F) over the CGE (Gutiérrez and Goyache, 2005). 

Furthermore, Ne was obtained using the expression 𝑁𝑒 =
1

2∆𝐹
. When calculating Ne for the 

reference subpopulation, ∆𝐹 was approximated as ∆𝐹 =
𝑏

1−(𝐹𝑡−𝑏)
, where 𝐹𝑡 is the average F of 

the given subpopulation and b is the regression coefficient as previously defined (Gutiérrez and 

Goyache, 2005). The 𝑓𝑒 defines the number of equally contributing founders that would be 

expected to produce the same genetic diversity as in the population under study (Lacy, 1989). 

It can be calculated as below: 

𝑓𝑒 = 1/ ∑ 𝑞𝑘
2𝑓

𝑘=1  ,  

where 𝑞𝑘 is the probability that a gene randomly sampled in the population originates from 

founder k, and f is the total number of founders (Boichard et al., 1997). Conversely, 𝑓𝑎 refers to 

the minimum number of ancestors, not necessarily founders, explaining the complete genetic 

diversity of a population (Boichard et al., 1997) and can be computed as follows:  

𝑓𝑎 = 1/ ∑ 𝑞𝑗
2𝑎

𝑗=1  ,  
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where 𝑞𝑗 represents the marginal genetic contribution of ancestor 𝑗, i.e., the genetic contribution 

made by an ancestor that is not explained by previously chosen ancestors, and 𝑎 is the total 

number of ancestors considered. 

4.3.3 Genomic Analysis 

Demography and population structure 

For Data1, observed heterozygosity (Ho) was calculated using the “--het” function in PLINK 

(Purcell et al., 2007) and the recent past effective population size (NeLD) was estimated from 

the relationship between linkage disequilibrium (LD) and recombination rate applying the 

SNeP package (Barbato et al., 2015). SNeP predicts Ne following Corbin et al. (2012): 

𝑁𝑇(𝑡) =  (4𝑓(𝑐𝑡))
−1

(𝐸[𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑗
2 |𝑐𝑡]−1 − ∝), 

where 𝑁𝑇(𝑡) is the effective population size t generations ago calculated as 𝑡 = (2𝑓(𝑐𝑡))
−1

 

(Hayes et al., 2003), ct  is the recombination rate for a specific physical distance between SNPs 

estimated following Sved and Feldman (1973), 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑗
2  is the LD value adjusted for sample size 

and α is a correction for the occurrence of mutations. Default settings of the programme together 

with sample size correction and a setting of the maximum distance between SNPs to 10 Mb 

were used. 

The clustering of Data1 samples with respect to flock or breeders was investigated using 

multidimensional scaling (MDS) and NetView (Neuditschko et al., 2012; Steinig et al., 2015) 

analyses of pairwise genetic distances computed using PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007). NetView 

provides a high-resolution network visualisation tool, which uses an unsupervised clustering 

method to detect fine-scale population structures based on genetic distances. The R version of 

NetView was used for clustering and graphical representation of networks, and the maximum 

number of nearest neighbours (K-NN) an individual can have was set to 10 and 50 to study 

fine- and large-scale genetic structures, respectively. MDS and Netview analyses were also 

performed on Data2 to investigate relatedness of GWM to the other breeds. To the same end, a 
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model based admixture analysis (Alexander et al., 2009) was performed to determine the 

number of clusters and to assign individuals to these clusters. A 20-fold cross-validation 

procedure was performed for a range of k between 1 and 30 using the “cv-flag” of 

ADMIXTURE, and the k with the lowest cross-validation error was considered as the optimal 

number of clusters for Data2. Cluster assignments for k values ranging from 2 to 11 were 

graphically presented using POPHELPER (Francis, 2017).     

ROH inbreeding 

ROH were detected in GWM (Data1) by applying a sliding window of 50 SNPs, allowing one 

possible heterozygous genotype, up to two missing genotypes, a minimum SNP density of 1 

SNP every 100 kb and a maximum gap of 1 Mb between consecutive homozygous SNPs. The 

detection of ROH was performed considering the entire autosome and for each chromosome 

separately using PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007). After detection, total and chromosomal 

inbreeding coefficients were calculated for each individual following McQuillan et al.’s (2008) 

original concept. Total individual ROH inbreeding coefficient was calculated in two ways, thus, 

in terms of ROH length (𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐿) and based on the number of SNPs in ROH (𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝑁) as:  

𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐿 =
∑ 𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻

𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂
 

𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝑁 =
𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝑆𝑁𝑃

𝑁_𝑆𝑁𝑃
 , 

where ∑L𝑅𝑂𝐻 refers to the total length of all ROH in the genome of an individual, 𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂 is the 

length of the autosomal genome coverage by SNPs on the chip (2,644,827 kb), 𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝑆𝑁𝑃 is 

the number of SNPs in all detected ROH in an individual and 𝑁_𝑆𝑁𝑃 is the total number of 

SNP on the autosomal genome under investigation. Chromosomal inbreeding was calculated in 

terms of ROH length either by dividing the sum of ROH on a given chromosome (∑ 𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾) 

by the length of the respective chromosome (𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂_𝐾) or by dividing ∑ 𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾 by the length of 

autosomal genome (𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂) as: 
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𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾𝐾 =
∑ 𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾

𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂_𝐾
 

𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾𝐴 =
∑ 𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾

𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂
 , 

where 𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾𝐾 and 𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾𝐴 are chromosomal inbreeding coefficients relative to chromosome 

length and to autosome length, respectively. For each individual, the sum and average of 

𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾𝐴 and 𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐾𝐾, respectively, over all chromosomes were computed to mimic an 

individual total inbreeding coefficient. Finally, inbreeding estimates derived for all 4 scenarios 

were compared using linear regression and Pearson’s correlation (rp). The genome-based 

estimates were also compared with pedigree inbreeding (FPED) estimates. Additionally, patterns 

of variation in FROH across chromosomes was investigated. Based on FROH_L estimates, a second 

genomic effective population size (Ne_ROH) was calculated in the same way as pedigree Ne; by 

first regression individual FROH_L estimates on CGE to calculate ∆𝐹. Here, the absolute value 

of the regression coefficient was used to avoid a negative value of effective size.  

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Pedigree based parameters 

Pedigree completeness decreased with increasing pedigree depth (Figure 11). The quality of 

pedigree information was higher in the reference subpopulation than in the entire pedigree data. 

For instance, at the 5th parental generation, pedigree completeness was 92.2% in the reference 

subpopulation and 33.4% in the entire pedigree.   
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Figure 11. Pedigree completeness per parental generation computed for the entire German 

White-headed mutton pedigree (green) and for the reference subpopulation (blue). Parental 

generation 1 represents parents, 2 represents grandparents, etc. 

Estimates of mean CGE were 3.67 (0.0 - 10.87) for the entire GWM pedigree, 8.52 (2.71 - 

10.87) for the reference subpopulation and 8.05 (6.43 - 10.87) for the 31 genotyped individuals 

with pedigree information. Average L calculated based on 9,310 animals was 3.24 ± 2.13 years 

(Table 11). Generation interval was generally shorter in sires than in dams.  

Table 11. Number of animals, generation interval and standard deviation (SD) for the four 

gametic pathways of the German White-headed Mutton sheep population. 

Gametic Pathway Number of animals Interval ± SD (years) 

Sire to son (Lss) 576 2.66 ± 1.39 

Sire to daughter (Lsd) 3046 2.62 ± 1.40 

Dam to son (Lds) 660 4.16 ± 2.54 

Dam to daughter (Ldd) 5028 3.56 ± 2.37 

3.24 ± 2.13 Average L 9310 
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Table 12 presents estimates of pedigree-based inbreeding parameters. Average F was highest 

in the reference subpopulation (3.50%) and the corresponding Ne was smaller (99). The average 

F for the whole population was 1.02% and low, however, only 7,356 individual had F values 

greater than zero. Considering those inbred animals, average F was 2.62%. For the 31 

genotyped individuals with pedigree information, average F was 2.94% (not in Table). In both, 

the whole and reference subpopulations, fe was larger than fa, however, the fa / fe ratio was higher 

in the whole (0.77) than in the subpopulation (0.36). Only 11 and 59 animals explained 50% of 

genetic diversity in the subpopulation and the whole population, respectively. 

Table 12. Parameters describing inbreeding, effective size and the concentration of genes in 

the whole and subpopulations of the German White-headed Mutton sheep pedigree.  

Parameter Whole population Subpopulation 

Number of reference animals 17,078 849 

Mean inbreeding coefficient (F) (%) 1.02 3.50 

Effective population size (Ne) 132 99 

Effective number of founders (𝒇𝒆) 186 87 

Effective number of ancestors (𝒇𝒂) 144 31 

Number of ancestors explaining 50% variance 59 11 

 

4.4.2 Genome-based assessment   

ROH inbreeding measures 

ROH were detected in all individual and the number of ROHs summed up to 381. The number 

of ROH per individual ranged from 3 to 26 with an average of 8.28. Average length of ROH 

and number of SNPs in ROH were 14,506.67 kb (5,103.62 kb – 68,228.71 kb) and 228.52 (100 

- 1055), respectively. A near perfect and significant correlation was found between the length 

of ROH and number of SNP in ROH (rp = 0.99, P-value < 0.001). Only slight variation was 

found between inbreeding estimates from the different ROH measurements (Figure 12).  
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Figure 12. Distribution of inbreeding coefficients from different approaches plotted A) per 

individual and B) specific to computational approach. 
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Descriptive statistics of ROH inbreeding estimates for the four different measures are given in 

Table 13. Inbreeding estimates calculated in terms of ROH length ranged from 1.07% to 

20.19% with an average of 4.54% for the 46 individuals. The FROH_L estimates were slightly 

lower than those calculated based on the number of SNPs in ROH. When chromosomally 

derived inbreeding was calculated relative to the length of entire autosome, the summation of 

FROH_KA over chromosomes reproduced an individual’s total ROH inbreeding coefficient, 

rendering FROH_L and ∑FROH_KA identical. Slightly lower average inbreeding estimates (4.26% 

and 3.76% for n = 46 and n = 31, respectively), were found for chromosomally derived 

inbreeding calculated relative to chromosome length. Unlike FROH_KA, FROH_KK estimates were 

averaged over chromosomes to arrive at an individual’s total ROH inbreeding coefficient.  

Table 13. Inbreeding coefficients estimated from the runs of homozygosity (ROH) applying 

different computational measures on the German White-headed Mutton individuals. 

Parameter  Mean (min - max) % Mean (min - max) % 

 (n = 46) (n* = 31) 

𝐅𝐑𝐎𝐇_𝐋 4.54 (1.07 – 20.19) 3.89 (1.07 – 13.24) 

 𝐅𝐑𝐎𝐇_𝐍  4.64 (1.12 – 20.94) 3.95 (1.12 – 13.30) 

∑𝐅𝐑𝐎𝐇_𝐊𝐀 4.54 (1.07 – 20.19) 3.89 (1.07 – 13.24) 

∅𝐅𝐑𝐎𝐇_𝐊𝐊 4.26 (0.44 – 15.78) 3.76 (0.44 – 14.53) 

*: only individuals with pedigree information 

∑: sum over all chromosomes per individual 

Ø: average over all chromosomes per individual 

Despite the slight differences in inbreeding estimates from the different ROH computation 

measures, extremely high correlation coefficient estimates (above 0.96) were found for all 

comparisons (Table 14) and these methods effectively predicted FPED (Figure 13). 
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Table 14. Correlation coefficients between different measures of inbreeding calculated based 

on 31 German White-headed Mutton individuals (P-values < 0.001 in all cases). 

 FPED FROH_L FROH_N FROH_KA FROH_KK 
FPED 1.0000 0.8179 0.8235 0.8179 0.7428 
FROH_L  1.0000 0.9995 1.0000 0.9674 
FROH_N   1.0000 0.99945 0.9678 
FROH_KA    1.0000 0.9674 
FROH_KK     1.0000 

 

 

Figure 13. Regression plot of A) FROH_L on FPED, (B) FROH_N on FPED, (C) FROH_KA on FPED and 

(D) FROH_KK on FPED for 31 German White-headed mutton individuals. 

Consistent with their mean values, a perfect correlation was found between FROH_L and FROH_KA 

while between pedigree and each of the ROH methods, the lowest correlation (rp = 0.74) was 
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found between FPED and FROH_KK. The intercept of the regression of FROH and FPED was 

approximately 0.01 in all cases.  

Chromosomal ROH inbreeding distribution 

ROH inbreeding computed from FROH_KA and FROH_KK where plotted (Figure 14) using box plot 

to observe chromosomal inbreeding variations. The overall pattern of distribution did not vary 

much between the two different measures, however, inbreeding estimates among individuals 

varied over a wider range in FROH_KK than in FROH_KA.  

 

Figure 14. Box plot depicting the distribution patterns of chromosomal ROH inbreeding 

calculated A) relative to entire autosome and B) based on respective chromosome length.  
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Based on the mean inbreeding estimates, the two measures ranked chromosomes differently 

(Appendix 7). Chromosomes 1, 2 and 3 had the highest mean inbreeding under FROH_KA while 

chromosomes 9, 20 and 7 were on top of the rank for FROH_KK. 

Population structure 

Observed heterozygosity was on overage 0.387 (0.323 to 0.411) compared to an expected value 

of 0.376. The estimate of effective population size was 50.4 for Ne_ROH. For the LD-based 

method, Ne was high in distant generations but declined to 53 at 5 generations ago (Ne5Gen). The 

trend of effective population size over generation is illustrated in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15. Trends in LD based effective population size for German White-headed Mutton 

(GWM). 

The MDS plot of GWM samples did not show clear separation of genotypes by breeders (Figure 

16). Some level of relatedness existed between genotypes from different breeders, for instance, 

most samples from GJU tended to relate more to those from PK. Similarly, breeders NM, GL 

and FI had tightly connected genotypes. The between-breed MDS analysis involving all 10 

breeds revealed a partial clustering together of GWM and BDC samples as shown in Figure 17. 
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The joint cluster has a close proximity to GTX samples than to samples of all other breeds. The 

English breed (BRL) was distantly separated on dimension 1.  

  

Figure 16. Multidimensional scaling plot of pairwise IBS distances among 46 German White-

headed Mutton (GWM) samples, colour-coded by breeders/flock. The analysis was based on 

40,753 SNP markers (Data1). 

 

Figure 17. Multidimensional scaling plot of pairwise IBS distances among samples of 10 sheep 

breeds analysed based on 16,852 SNP markers (Data2). Breeds are distinguished by colour and 

shape. 
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Similar to the MDS results in Figure 16, network visualisation of GWM genotypes did not show 

a clear separation by breeders, rather an interconnectivity of network among samples from 

different breeders as shown in Figure 18.  

 

Figure 18. Network visualisation of the connectedness between German White-headed Mutton 

(GWM) individuals sampled from across eight breeders. Colours represent breeders/flocks.   

Pooling all 10 breeds together in the NetView analysis, well-defined clusters comparable to 

those in the MDS plot of Data2 were formed (Figure 19). For K-NN = 10, a network connection 

was found between a GWM individual (ID =GWM15) and an individual belonging to the GTX 

breed (ID = GTX33). Few samples including 4 GTX, 1 BRL, 1 ROM and 1 BDC were placed 

outside their groups probably due to high level of dissimilarity. An increase of K-NN to 50 

resulted in a rapid clustering of samples within breed and the condensation of populations as 
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revealed in the massive network connectivity between breeds. GWM samples formed a cluster 

highly connected to, and sandwiched between GTX and BDC. On the other hand, BRL and 

SMA clusters were distinctly separated from the rest of the breeds. 

 

Figure 19. Fine- and large-scale network visualisation of relatedness in the 10 sheep breeds. 

Cluster assignment (Figure 20) at k = 2 of the admixture analysis was consistent with the 

findings of dimension 1 in the MDS plot for Data2, where BRL was distinctively separated 

from the rest of the breeds. At k = 3, GWM and BDC tended to share a high degree of genetic 

background (red) which was also present in the amount of about 50% in GTX. At this cluster 

level, uniformity of genetic background within breed was high in BDC, BRL, SMA and SUF. 

Further increase in k allowed for the visualisation of uniqueness of other breeds with uniform 

genetic background and those that are admixed. For instance, uniqueness was achieved at k = 

7 for ROM, k = 8 for CHL, k = 9 for EFW and k = 11 for SME. Overall, GWM and GTX were 

the most admixed breeds. In the cross-validation procedure, k = 9 showed the lowest validation 

error as shown in Figure 21. Therefore, nine populations are considered most probable for 

Data2.  At k = 9, GWM (predominantly yellow) showed high proportions of ancestry from BDC 
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(brown) and to a lesser extent, genetic fractions from GTX (red), and BRL (green). Specks of 

genetic fractions from the SUF and EFW were also evident in GWM.   

 

Figure 20. Admixture analysis of 10 sheep breeds. Results are presented for k = 2 - 11 and the 

optimal number of cluster (k = 9) is indicated with an arrow. 
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Figure 21. Development of the cross‐validation for different number of clusters (k) with k = 9 

showing the lowest error estimate.  

4.5 Discussion 

The present study sought to shed light on the genetic diversity and breed composition of GWM, 

and furthermore, compare different measures of computing inbreeding coefficients from ROH. 

Four different ROH measures showed similar characteristics and were able to predict pedigree 

inbreeding with somewhat variable accuracies. A relatively high level of genetic diversity and 

some degree of gene flow events in GWM are hereby discussed.   

4.5.1 Different ROH inbreeding approaches 

ROH-based inbreeding coefficients have been widely calculated in relation to the proportion of 

length of autosomal genome in ROH given predefined ROH detection criteria (Burren et al., 

2016; Purfield et al., 2017; Signer-Hasler et al., 2017; and Mastrangelo et al., 2018). The use 

of the number of SNPs in ROH rather than the length of ROH as was the case in Martikainen 

et al. (2018) raises questions as to whether these two different approaches provide identical 
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results. For the 381 detected ROH across all genotyped individuals in this study, a quick test 

using Pearson’s correlation coefficient indicated a near perfect relationship between the two 

variables: length of ROH vs. number of SNPs in ROH. This is not surprising as the SNPs on 

chip used were fairly evenly distributed. The highly significant correlation coefficient between 

inbreeding estimates of FROH_L and FROH_N further substantiates the similarity of these measures. 

FROH_L and FROH_N predict pedigree inbreeding with about the same level of accuracy as shown 

in Figure 13. The strength of the correlation between FPED and either FROH_L or FROH_N in this 

study was 0.82 and higher than what was reported by Purfield et al. (2017) for different ROH 

length categories in six commercial sheep breeds, where the estimated correlations fall in the 

interval between 0.12 and 0.76. The different depths of pedigree may have contributed to the 

different estimates. In the current study, the mean CGE of pedigree was 8.05 while the pedigree 

of Purified et al. (2017) had a mean CGE of 6.5. Consistent with our findings, Burren et al. 

(2016) reported a correlation coefficient of 0.81 for three Swiss goats breeds namely Chamois 

colored, Saanen and Toggenburg. These authors, however, reported lower correlations for other 

breeds especially for those having pedigrees with completeness below 90%. All the genomic 

inbreeding estimators predicted inbreeding values of approximately 1% when pedigree 

inbreeding was zero as shown in Figure 13. This confirms the findings of previous studies 

(Purfield et al., 2012) in which FPED was downgraded for its failure to capture autozygosity of 

ancient origin. Another advantage of using ROH is that total FROH can be conveniently 

partitioned into values for individual chromosomes or for specific chromosomal segments 

(Curik et al., 2014). That way, a localised effect of inbreeding on a phenotypic trait can be 

investigated. For instance, Martikainen et al. (2018) found the increase in FROH on 

chromosomes 2, 18, and 22 to be significantly associated with the intervals from first to last 

insemination in heifers. Despite its utility, the integrity of chromosomal FROH can be 

questionable if its summation over all autosomal chromosomes does not add up to total 

inbreeding in an individual. However, this is not the case in this study. Our results demonstrated 
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a complete reproduction of FROH_L from the summation of FROH_KA across chromosomes. 

Notably, slight differences existed between the inbreeding coefficient estimates derived from 

FROH_L and FROH_KK. Nevertheless, the observed differences were statistically not significant 

and besides, the correlation among these measures was high (rp = 0.967). From a comparison 

of the mean estimates, FROH_KK tended to underestimate inbreeding, but it seems logical to 

calculate chromosomal inbreeding relative to the chromosome in question. A realised 

advantage of FROH_KK is its ability to capture the actual variability in chromosomal inbreeding 

estimates among individuals as shown in Figure 14. If one is interested in chromosome specific 

variability rather than variation across the entire autosomal genome, FROH_KK can be considered.  

4.5.2 Genetic diversity and structure 

The quality of pedigree information in terms of depth and completeness has a tremendous 

influence on the reliability of pedigree-based inbreeding estimates (Boichard et al., 1997). 

Pedigree completeness decreased with increasing depth in the current study. There was almost 

no information on ancestry at the 15th parental generation, which is about 49 year ago. This 

corresponds to the year of birth of the oldest animals in the pedigree, which was 1970. GMW 

was formally recognised as a new breed in 1885 (Porter et al., 2016), however official pedigree 

recording and flock book management probably started much later. The difference in mean 

CGE estimates between the whole pedigree and animals born in the most current generation, 

being 3.67 vs. 8.52 is an indication of improved pedigree management in the breed in recent 

years. Disparity between inbreeding estimates for the entire pedigree and for the reference 

subpopulation could have arisen from an increase of inbreeding in the most recent generation. 

In contrast, inbreeding in the whole pedigree may have been underestimated due to low 

pedigree quality. Consistently, the estimated F for only inbred animals was slightly higher. In 

Gute sheep, Rochus and Johansson (2017) reported the reverse situation where inbreeding 

estimate for the entire pedigree was 3.8% and higher than an estimate of 1.8% for a selected 
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subpopulation. In the previous study, however, the pedigree was more complete in the entire 

population, and the subpopulation was not necessarily composed of animals in the most recent 

generation. Our pedigree-based inbreeding estimate of 3.50% in the most recent generation was 

confirmed by the genomic estimate which was 3.89% for 31 genotyped animals. Note that 

FROH_L is identical to the generally used FROH computation measure. From a genomic viewpoint, 

the observed autozygosity in GWM is generally lower than previous findings for six 

commercial meat sheep breeds in which the three most homozygous individual in the sample 

population namely Suffolk, Belclare and Texel had, on average, 31.5% of their autosome 

covered in ROH (Purfield et al., 2017). The testing and exchange of superior rams or sons 

thereof might be a major reason for a lower inbreeding level in GWM. 

As expected, about 33% of total inbreeding can be mapped to the three largest chromosomes, 

i.e., chromosomes 1, 2 and 3 alone as depicted in Appendix 7. Presumably, the largest 

chromosomes harbour most genes that have been favoured by selection in the breed. However, 

confirming this require other investigations that go beyond the scope of this study. 

Nevertheless, other studies have investigated the presence of selective signatures on the ovine 

genome (Kijas et al., 2012; Purfield et al., 2017; Rochus et al., 2018). In one of such studies, a 

high number of ROH were frequently found overlapping selection regions (Purfield et al., 

2017). Additionally, the authors identified several selection signatures in regions, especially on 

chromosome 2, harbouring genes some of which enhance muscling and weight gain. 

Conversely, on chromosome 10 which ranked 17th in terms of inbreeding burden, a 

comprehensive study of 74 world-wide breeds detected the highest selection signal in a region 

close to a relaxin family-like peptide receptor 2 gene associated with the absence of horn in 

sheep (Kijas et al., 2012). It is needful to consider the different breed characteristics in the 

different studies when making comparisons.   

The observed low level of inbreeding in GWM is consistent with the high level of genetic 

diversity in the breed. Our He estimate of 0.376 is higher than previously reported estimates for 
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other German sheep breeds which were 0.33 and 0.35 for Black Headed Mutton and 

Merinolandschaf, respectively, and for many other worldwide breeds (Kijas et al., 2012; Ciani 

et al., 2015). The mixed genetic background of GWM may play a role in the high genetic 

diversity observed. The pedigree-based estimated effective population size did not show any 

sign of GWM being “at risk”. In both the entire and most current populations, Ne was larger 

than the threshold value of 50. Below this critical Ne, the fitness of a population is threatened 

(Meuwissen and Woolliams, 1994; FAO, 1998). Our estimated genome-based Ne values for 

most recent generations were at the lower boarder of the threshold value signalling the need for 

breed monitoring. Larger estimates of most recent Ne ranging from 65 to 543 were found for 

several Russian sheep breeds (Deniskova et al., 2018) with different characteristics and 

population histories. A small founding population could explain the small recent effective 

population size in GWM. Besides, the decline of effective size over generation reflects the 

occurrence of genetic bottleneck. This is corroborated by the observed difference in estimates 

between the effective number of founders and effective number of ancestors, which were 186 

and 144, respectively. 

Within the GWM population, interconnectedness between genotypes of different flocks may 

imply a breeding management system where animals, especially rams are either exchanged or 

sold between breeders. The deliberate exchange of animals between different flocks in an 

organised mating scheme can be beneficial in restricting inbreeding rates. This was 

demonstrated in a study in which low inbreeding rates were found for rotational mating schemes 

in which rams were exchanged between flocks (Windig and Kaal, 2008). The current study 

revealed varying degrees of genetic similarity between the breed of interest and other sheep 

breeds. Given the historical background of GWM (Porter et al., 2016), BRL was included in 

the analysis to investigate the presence of English ancestry in the breed. The model-based 

admixture analysis provided evidence of English background in GWM, and although not in 

high proportion, this was found at all cluster levels. In the MDS and NetView analyses, 
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however, the relationship between the two breeds was not detected. Furthermore, our results on 

all three measures of population structure revealed a comparatively high level of relationship 

between GWM, and BDC and GTX. This is consistent with literature in which BDC and Texel 

sheep were the last reported breeds used to further improve GWM (von Lengerken et al., 2006). 

The admixture results provided much insight into the extent of ancestor sharing among the 

breeds. Overall, the BDC fraction was highest in GWM indicating a more recent unidirectional 

gene flow event between the two breeds. The proportion of GTX background detected in GWM 

is comparatively small and this was expected since GTX is not the original TXL breed used in 

the genetic improvement programme. GWM also harbours specks of genetic fractions from 

other breeds including SUF, EFW and ROM. To our knowledge, ancestor sharing between 

GWM and these latter breeds are not well documented. The pattern of genetic background in 

GWM as revealed beyond k = 9 of the admixture analysis reemphasizes the breed’s crossbred 

nature and this is in conformity with the observed high level of genetic diversity.    

4.6 Conclusion   

Our results showed a high level of genetic diversity accompanied by a considerably low 

inbreeding level from both genomic and pedigree viewpoints. That notwithstanding, the 

effective population size estimates from both ROH and LD suggest the need of a monitoring 

strategy that would consolidate the genetic diversity in GWM sheep. The study also shed light 

on the relatedness of GWM to other breeds, particularly confirming the presence of BDC, GTX 

and BRL blood in the current population of GWM. Furthermore, using the GWM dataset, the 

computation of ROH inbreeding coefficient considering the number of SNPs in ROH proved 

comparable to the conventional use of the length of ROH in Mb. Additionally, appropriately 

computed chromosomal ROH inbreeding coefficients were elegantly summed up to reproduce 

an individual’s total inbreeding coefficient. 
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5.0 Autozygosity detection: a comparison of outcomes of software and marker 

density in a horse and pig breed 

5.1 Abstract 

Runs of homozygosity (ROH) analysis is nowadays the preferred method of quantifying 

individual autozygosity. ROH detection is mainly implemented in PLINK using an 

observational genotype-counting algorithm, relying on user-defined parameter settings. 

Consequently, outcomes of different studies are often non-comparable. RZOOROH, a recent 

software, implements an efficient and accurate model-based approach to identify homozygous-

by-descent (HBD) segments, and it is devoid of parameter preconditioning. The aim of the 

current study was to ascertain how the outcomes of a PLINK-based ROH detection method 

compare to autozygosity detection using RZOOROH. Data consisted of 51 Mangalitza pigs of 

three subpopulations including Red, Blond and Swallow-belly genotyped at 34,066 SNPs, and 

whole-genome sequence (WGS) data on six Schleswig Draught horses. Furthermore, 26,932 

SNPs featured on the EquineSNP50 Genotyping BeadChip were extracted from the WGS data 

to create an array-like dataset for the horse breed. Applying optimised parameter settings across 

species, estimates of the usual PLINK-based inbreeding coefficient (FROH_L) for array data were 

21%, 26% and 30% for Blond, Swallow-belly and Red Mangalitza pigs, respectively, and about 

11% in the horse. FROH_L was doubled in the horse when WGS data were used. The inbreeding 

estimates computed using RZOOROH were similar and not significantly different from the 

PLINK-based estimates. ROH number and size distribution varied across software and data 

type. Generally, RZOOROH detected more ROH segments and by partitioning these segments 

into different age-related classes, we correctly mapped different proportions of individual’s 

realised autozygosity to different ancestral generations. Ancient inbreeding played a larger role 

in the horse than the pig. We observed significant differences in mostly PLINK-based 
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autozygosity estimates between WGS and array data due to inability of array data to efficiently 

detect small size ROH. The consistency of estimates across PLINK and RZOOROH means that 

the latter can provide valuable information for the optimisation of rule-based ROH detection 

analysis. 

5.2 Introduction 

Autozygosity occurs when an individual inherits chromosomal segments that are identical by 

descent (IBD) from its parents. Continuous stretches of homozygous genotypes are often 

termed runs of homozygosity (ROH) and have proven to be the most preferred method of 

quantifying individual autozygosity in recent years (Peripolli et al., 2017). By far, ROH 

detection in the majority of studies (Purfield et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015b; Purfield et al., 

2017; Signer-Hasler et al., 2017; Sams and Boyko, 2019) has been implemented in PLINK 

(Purcell et al., 2007); a software programme that uses a rule-based or an observational 

genotype-counting algorithm. PLINK implements a sliding window approach to determine 

whether a given stretch of genotypes fulfils a predefined set of parameters, e.g., number of 

markers, marker density, window length, number of heterozygous and missing genotypes in 

order to be called ROH. Other software programmes such as GERMLINE (Gusev et al., 2009), 

BEAGLE (Browning and Browning, 2010), CGATOH (Zhang et al., 2013) and SNP & 

Variation Suite v8.x (Golden Helix, Inc., Bozeman, MT, www.goldenhelix.com) have been 

used in ROH analysis and in some cases compared to PLINK. In a review, Peripolli et al. (2017) 

highlighted the lack of consensus in the choice of parameter thresholds that define ROH across 

studies. Mostly, the outcomes of different ROH studies are not easily comparable and require 

careful interpretation. Another source of variation pertinent to different ROH studies is the 

difference in densities of genome-wide scan data. In the light of the increased availability and 

potential of whole genome sequence (WGS) data, Ceballos et al. (2018) compared ROH from 
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WGS and SNP array data and established appropriate parameter thresholds that allow 

meaningful comparison across the two data types. More recently, Bertrand et al. (2019) 

introduced RZOOROH: an R package that implements an efficient and accurate hidden Markov 

model-based approach (Druet and Gautier, 2017) to identify homozygous-by-descent (HBD) 

segments synonymous to ROH. Unlike in PLINK where ROH definition requires several 

parameter preconditioning, RZOOROH, in its elegant operation requires only a specification of 

a model with the opportunity to account for marker allele frequencies and genotyping error rates 

intrinsically. Additionally, RZOOROH allows for the partitioning of autozygosity into age-

related HBD classes; thereby, determining the age of inbreeding.  

The aim of the current study was to compare the outcomes of autozygosity detection between 

PLINK and RZOOROH using genomic data on Mangalitza pigs and the endangered Schleswig 

draught horse. Furthermore, the study compared the outcomes of using whole-genome sequence 

and array-like data for the horse breed.  

5.3 Materials and methods 

5.3.1 Data 

The initial analyses were based on genotyping information on 57 Mangalitza pigs sampled from 

hobby pig breeders in Germany, and WGS data on 6 Schleswig Draught horses from Schleswig-

Holstein. The Mangalitza samples included Red, Blond, Swallow-belly and mixed or unknown 

subpopulations. All pig samples were genotyped using a customised chip that features 978 SNP 

markers in addition to markers available on the PorcineSNP60v2 BeadChip. A dataset 

consisting of 62,543 SNPs was quality controlled using PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007). The 

following criteria were applied: removal of non-autosomal and non-annotated SNPs, inclusion 

of only individuals with 90% of their SNPs called and SNPs with 90% call rate across all 

samples, removal of SNPs with minor allele frequencies (MAF) lower than 5% and those that 
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deviate from Hardy Weinberg (HW) expectation (P value ≤ 0.0001). After filtering, genotype 

data (hereafter, referred to as Geno-pig) on 51 pigs (20 Red; 10 Blond; 18 Swallow-belly; 1 

Mixed and 2 unknown) remained, all having the same 34,066 SNPs. For the horses, GATK 

(McKenna et al., 2010) was used to extract genotypes from WGS data and the VCF files 

generated were converted to PLINK formatted files using the “--vcf” command. Bi-allelic 

variants totalling 11,396,449 were pruned to keep only autosomal SNPs with call rate above 

95%. Individual genotyping rate, MAF and HW expectation were identical to thresholds for the 

pig data. After filtering, the WGS data for horse (hereafter referred to as WGS-horse) consisted 

of 8,647,404 SNPS on five stallions and one mare. Furthermore, 26,932 SNPs that feature on 

the EquineSNP50 BeadChip were extracted from the WGS data to create an array-like dataset 

(Array-horse) for the horse samples.  

5.3.2 PLINK-based ROH detection and inbreeding  

ROH were identified separately from Geno-pig, Array-horse and WGS-horse using PLINK and 

by applying parameter settings previously used by Ceballos et al. (2018) with slight 

modification as follows: 

 --homozyg-window-snp 50. Number of SNPs that the sliding window must have. 

 --homozyg-snp 50. Minimum number of SNPs that a ROH is required to have. 

--homozyg-kb 300. (50 for WGS-horse). Length in Kb of the sliding window. 

--homozyg-density 50. (150 for Geno-pig and Array-horse). Required minimum density to 

consider a ROH, which is 1 SNP in 50Kb. 

  --homozyg-gap 1000. Length in Kb between two SNPs in order to be considered in two 

different segments. 

  --homozyg-window-het 3. Number of heterozygous SNP allowed in a window. 

  --homozyg-window-missing 2. Number of missing calls allowed in a window. 
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  --homozyg-window-threshold 0.05. Proportion of overlapping windows that must be called 

homozygous to define a given SNP as in a “homozygous” segment. 

Following conclusions drawn from Ceballos et al. (2018), the minimum length of a sliding 

window was set to 50 kb for WGS-horse due to better performance of WGS data in detecting 

shorter ROH. Since marker density is much lower in array data, the required minimum density 

to consider a ROH was set to 1 SNP in 150 kb for Geno-pig and Array-horse. Following 

McQuillan et al. (2008), a ROH-based inbreeding coefficient was calculated for each individual 

based on either ROH length in kb (𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐿) or the number of SNPs in ROH (𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝑁). Thus:  

𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝐿 =
∑ 𝐿𝑅𝑂𝐻

𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂

 

𝐹𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝑁 =
𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝑆𝑁𝑃

𝑁_𝑆𝑁𝑃
 , 

where ∑L𝑅𝑂𝐻 refers to the total length of all ROH in the genome of an individual, 𝐿𝐴𝑈𝑇𝑂 is the 

total length of autosomal genome being investigated, 𝑅𝑂𝐻_𝑆𝑁𝑃 is the number of SNPs in all 

detected ROH in an individual and 𝑁_𝑆𝑁𝑃 is the total number of SNP on the autosomal genome 

under investigation. 

5.3.3 Autozygosity detection using RZOOROH 

RZOOROH implements a recent HMM-based approach developed by Druet and Gautier (2017) 

to scan individual genomes for HBD segments. Within the HMM framework, a so-called  

forward-backward algorithm (Rabiner, 1989) is used to compute HBD probabilities at each 

marker position by integrating over all possible sequences of state while population allele 

frequency, genotyping error rates and genetic distances between markers are accounted for. 

Previous implementations of the HMM approach (Leutenegger et al., 2003; Narasimhan et al., 

2016; Vieira et al., 2016) described an individual’s genome as a mosaic of HBD and non-HBD 

segments and assumed that all HBD tracts have the same expected length, thus, belonging to 

the same class. The biological implication of such assumption is the tracing back of all realised 

autozygosity to one or several ancestors living in the same generation. The approach of Druet 
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and Gautier (2017) allows for a relaxation of the assumption; thereby, specifying different 

models with multiple HBD classes. In this study, three different models were used for 

autozygosity detection. The first model (Mod1) mimicked the use of a single HBD class and a 

non-HBD class as was in previous implementations (Leutenegger et al., 2003; Narasimhan et 

al., 2016; Vieira et al., 2016). The second model (Mod2) made use of default settings of the 

programme where 9 HBD classes and a non-HBD class were considered to obtain as much 

information about the inbreeding history of the animals as possible. The different HBD classes 

are related to different ancestor generations and are defined by rates (R) which approximately 

equal to two times the number of generations to a common ancestor (Druet and Gautier, 2017). 

HBD classes with longer segments have lower rates and correspond to more recent common 

ancestors while shorter ones have higher rates and correspond to distant ancestors. By default, 

the 9 HBD classes where assigned predetermined rates including 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 

and 512. For the sequence data, a third model (Mod3) with 12 HBD classes and corresponding 

rates of R = 2, 4, 8, …, 2,048 and 4,096 was defined considering the potential of this type of 

data to detect much shorter segments. By definition, the estimated HBD probability at a locus 

is referred to as local probability and the averaging of local probabilities over the genome results 

in global probabilities (Druet et al., 2019). In this study, HBD state probabilities, associated 

with each class were average over the whole genome resulting in class-specific inbreeding 

estimates. These class-specific estimates were summed up to obtain total inbreeding denoted as 

FnHBD_PROB; where n refers to the number of HBD classes. Contrary to the direct use of HBD 

probabilities as coefficients of inbreeding, the Viterbi algorithm (Rabiner, 1989) was used to 

identify successions of HBD segments assigned to the different HBD classes. Subsequently, 

these HBD segments were considered as ROH for the computation of inbreeding coefficient as 

previously described. The segment-based inbreeding coefficients were denoted as FnHBD_L and 

FnHBD_N for the length- and number-based computation, respectively. 
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5.3.4 Comparisons 

ROH detected for the genotyping datasets (Geno-pig and Array-horse) were categorised based 

on their physical length: ≤ 5 Mb, 5 to ≤ 15 Mb, 15 to ≤ 30 Mb and > 30 Mb. The categorisation 

of ROH detected from sequence data (WGS-horse) was adapted to the longest ROH size as 

follows: ≤ 0.5 Mb, 0.5 to ≤ 1.5 Mb, 1.5 to ≤ 2.5 Mb, 2.5 to ≤ 3.5 Mb, 3.5 to ≤ 5 Mb and > 5Mb. 

The mean sum of ROH for each category was computed as the sum of the lengths of all ROH 

in a given individual for the considered category averaged over the number of individuals or 

per population. All computed values were compared across groups and software programmes 

for each dataset using bar plot. Inbreeding coefficients calculated for different datasets and with 

different software were compared using Kruskal-Wallis test. Differences in means were 

assessed using Mann-Whitney test with Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) p-adjustment method. 

Furthermore, the partitioning of total inbreeding into age related classes for the different 

approaches was graphically assessed from the output of RZOOROH. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 ROH distribution 

Total ROH numbers per detection method are presented in Table 15 for the different types of 

data. Total number of ROHs was lowest for PLINK regardless of data type. For instance, 

PLINK detected 2,805 ROHs for Geno-pig while for the same dataset, the number of ROHs 

detected by RZOOROH reached 5,267. Under RZOOROH, the model with 9 HBD classes 

detected higher total number of ROHs than that with 1 HBD class for the pig dataset, while for 

Array-horse and WGS-horse, the highest number of ROHs were found for the model with 1-

HBD class. As expected, the number of ROHs reached over 101,000 for WGS-horse and only 

2,183 for Array-horse. 
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Table 15. Total number of ROH detected from the pig and horse data using PLINK, and 

RZOOROH with 1- and 9-HBD class models.   

Data PLINK RZOOROH (1-HBD) RZOOROH (9-HBD) 

Geno-pig 2,805 4,771 5,267 

Array-horse 177 2,183 940 

WGS-horse 12,530 101,107 38,838 

 

The analysis of ROH sizes revealed some variations in the distribution patterns across detection 

methods and data types as shown in Figures 21 and 22. Across subpopulations of the pig dataset 

(Figure 21A), the mean sum of ROH with sizes greater than 30 Mb was largest (~260 Mb) 

among the different categories when ROH were detected using RZOOROH. When PLINK was 

used, the mean sum of ROH with sizes 5 to ≤ 15 Mb was largest (~228). ROH of size ≤ 5 Mb 

had the lowest coverage for both detection methods, and while the mean sum of this category 

reached over 100 Mb under RZOOROH, that of PLINK was only 64 Mb. The distribution 

pattern in Red Mangalitza did not differ much from the across-subpopulation ROH size 

distribution, except that there was an agreement on the length class with the highest ROH 

burden between PLINK and RZOOROH (Figure 21B). For Swallow-belly and Blond 

Mangalitza, length class 5 – 15 Mb was most represented. In the horse array-like dataset (Figure 

22A), the largest ROH coverage was found for length class 5 to ≤ 15 Mb when using PLINK 

and for length class ≤ 5 Mb under RZOOROH. Genome ROH coverage was about 50 Mb for 

each of the remaining classes (15 to ≤ 30 Mb and > 30 Mb) under both software considerations. 

Contrary to the aforementioned distributions, the WGS data showed a skewed distribution 

pattern in which the autosomal genome is flooded with ROH of size ≤ 0.5 Mb (Figure 22B). 

Overall, the mean sum of ROH detected by RZOOROH with 1-HBD class for this length class 

was largest. PLINK detected a fraction of ROH larger than 5 MB while there was entirely no 

detection signal for this category under RZOOROH. Generally, variation in the observed 
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genome ROH coverage between the different RZOOZOH models are more evident in the WGS 

dataset than for the genotyping dataset. 

 

Figure 21. Classification of ROH according to size (x-axis) and mean sum of ROH (y-axis, 

measured in megabases) within each category: (A) across all 51 Mangalitza pig individuals; 

and (B) separately for each of the three Mangalitza subpopulations. 
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Figure 22. Classification of ROH according to size (x-axis) and mean sum of ROH (y-axis, 

measured in megabases) within each category: (A) array-like and (B) WGS data on 6 horses. 

The partitioning of individual autozygosity into values for specific chromosomes revealed a 

variation in the distribution of inbreeding across chromosomes and data types for the horse 

(Figure 23). Inbreeding coefficients estimated using RZOOROH with 9-HBD-class model were 

higher in the WGS data (Sequence) than in the Array-like (Reduced panel) data; and the highest 

and lowest mean coefficient values were found on chromosomes 13 and 25, respectively.  
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Figure 23. Distribution of inbreeding coefficients (y-axis) calculated from either WGS data 

(Sequence) or from Array-like data (Reduced panel) across chromosomes (x-axis). 

The distribution of ROH detected on Chromosomes 13 and 25 was subsequently assessed 

(Figure 24). Generally, mean autozygosity was highest for the WGS data as was the number of 

ROH segments. Autozygosity estimates were not too different between the two data types when 

larger-size ROH were involved. Contrarily, smaller ROH segments (the majority) were only 

picked up by the use of sequence data; consequently, some individuals (e.g., G19013) had no 

inbreeding detected on the chromosomes considered when using the array-like data.   
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Figure 24. Individual level ROH distribution for chromosomes 13 (A) and 25 (B) presented for 

WGS sequence (sequence) and array-like (reduced panel) data of the horse. 

5.4.2 Autozygosity level and timing (horse) 

Estimates of inbreeding for the different software, methods of computation and data types are 

presented in Figure 25 with mean values indicated with a diamond shape. For the sequence 

data, estimate of average inbreeding was highest for the single HBD probability method 
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(F1HBD_PROB = 23.8%) and lowest for the PLINK-based computation using the number of SNPs 

(FROH_N = 18.2). Actual inbreeding estimates for all individuals are provided in Appendix 8. 

From the array-like data, the highest average inbreeding estimate was found for the 9-HBD 

probability method (F9HBD_PROB = 16.7%) while the lowest was recorded for the single HBD 

segment length method (F1HBD_L = 10.7%). Within each data type, inbreeding estimates vary 

only slightly among the various approaches and any observed difference in means was not 

statistically significant. However, across data types, estimate for F1HBD_L, FROH_L and FROH_N 

computed from the array-like data were significantly lower than all the sequence-based 

estimates.  

 

Figure 25. Distribution of inbreeding coefficients computed for WGS-horse (green) and Array-

horse (red) using RZOOROH considering 1- and 9-HBD model with the probability (Prob), 

segment length (SegL) or number (SegN) method, and using PLINK with length- (FROH_L) 

or number-based (FROH_N) method. Mean inbreeding values (diamond shape) having letters 

in common are not statistically different. 
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The partitioning of total inbreeding into age related classes under various models and data 

considerations is presented in Figure 26. For the single HBD class model, the estimated rates 

associated with inbreeding estimates varied across individuals and in some cases overly 

estimated; revealing a shortcoming of single HBD class models as shown in Figure 26A. The 

highest sequence-based inbreeding estimate of 36.4% traced back to 19,500 generations ago (R 

= 38,981) and was found for individual G19015. Individual G19012 had the lowest inbreeding 

estimate, which traced back to about 1,500 generations ago. Ranking of individuals based on 

the array-like estimates did not differ from the sequence-based ranking. However, the 

inbreeding estimates were lower and associated with much recent generations in the array-like 

data. By imposing 9 HBD classes, the realised autozygosity was partitioned into values for 

different ancestral generation as shown in Figure 26B. This is particularly true for the array-

like data in which very recent inbreeding associated with four generations back played a role in 

all but individuals G19010 and G19014. In the sequence data, inbreeding was concentrated to 

about 256 generation ago (R = 512) in all individuals. A 9-HBD-class model with rates reaching 

a maximum of 512 was considered inappropriate for proper partitioning of realized 

autozygosity. The use of 12-HBD classes with rates reaching 4,096 appropriately distinguished 

inbreeding relating to at least four classes in the WGS dataset as shown in Figure 26C. In 

individual G19011 for instance, only a tiny fraction of total inbreeding traced back to 64 (R = 

128) or 256 (R = 512) generations ago. The largest proportion of the individual’s inbreeding 

arose from ancestors in the 128th ancestral generation as well as from generations very distant 

apart. For the array-like data, the partitioning of autozygosity did not differ much between the 

12- and 9-HBD models, except for individuals G19014 and G19015 in which ancient inbreeding 

played a major role.    
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Figure 26. Partitioning of individual total inbreeding into age related classes for WGS-horse 

(sequence) and Array-horse (reduced panel). The total height of a stacked bar represents total 

autozygosity level in a given individual and the contribution of each HBD class is represented 

as bar of a different colour (black, brown and red for the most recent classes). Plots are provided 

for (A) 1-HBD with rates on top of bars, (B) 9-HBD and (C) 12-HBD models.  

5.4.3 Autozygosity level and timing (pig) 

Mean inbreeding coefficients computed for the various software and models differed only 

slightly in the pig dataset as shown in Table 16. Inbreeding estimates were generally highest in 

Red, intermediate in Swallow-belly and lowest in Blond Mangalitza. Overall, the probability 
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method with 9-HBD model resulted in the highest inbreeding estimate while the PLINK-based 

method with length consideration produced the lowest inbreeding across all subpopulations.  

Table 16. Mean inbreeding estimates computed for the pig dataset using various methods and 

software. Differences in mean values between subpopulations and approaches are not 

significant. 

Approach Blond Red Swallow-belly Across pop* 

F1HBD_PROB 0.210 0.333 0.267 0.295 
F1HBD_L 0.197 0.328 0.262 0.285 
F1HBD_N 0.201 0.328 0.261 0.287 
F9HBD_PROB 0.219 0.345 0.271 0.310 

F9HBD_L 0.193 0.329 0.263 0.285 
F9HBD_N 0.199 0.330 0.260 0.288 
FROH_L 0.210 0.304 0.261 0.265 
FROH_N 0.219 0.315 0.271 0.275 

*Computed across subpopulation and included all 51 samples 

The partitioning of an individual’s autosomal genome into a single and 9-HBD classes is given 

in Figure 27A and 27B, respectively. Individual total inbreeding (height of bar) seemed similar 

between the single- and 9-HBD models. Fundamentally, the single-HBD model assigned all 

realised inbreeding in an individual to a single ancestral generation, hence, bars for this model 

are unstacked (Figure 27A). Inbreeding was highest in the Red Mangalitza subpopulation and 

the individual with the highest level of inbreeding (R1) had the greatest proportion of its 

inbreeding originating from the current generation (black colour). The lowest inbreeding level 

was also found for a Red Mangalitza pig (R2), whose inbreeding history dates back to ancestors 

in the 2nd, 16th and 128th parental generation. Very remote inbreeding dating back to ancestors 

in generation 256 played a role in some individuals, e.g., S1. The partitioning of autozygosity 

was identical for two Swallow-belly Mangalitza individuals (S3 an S4) and further investigation 

revealed a genomic relationship coefficient of 1 between the pair. 
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Figure 27. Partitioning of individual total inbreeding into age related classes for three 

Mangalitza pig subpopulations using A) 1 HBD-class and B) 9 HBD-class models. The total 

height of a stacked bar represents total autozygosity level in a given individual and the 

contribution of each HBD class is represented as bar of a different colour (black, brown and red 

for the most recent classes). Average inbreeding of a subpopulation is given in percentage.  
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5.5 Discussion 

This study sets out to compare the outcomes of two autozygosity detection software 

programmes, and to investigate the effect of marker density on ROH inbreeding estimation. 

Generally, our PLINK-based autozygosity estimates were comparable to those estimated using 

the novel RZOOROH software package (Bertrand et al., 2019). Our results shed light on the 

benefit of using WGS instead of array data, and despite the very low number of animals, the 

findings seem to be reasonable.  

Compared to PLINK, the Viterbi algorithm implemented in RZOOROH, detected a 

considerably large number of HBD segments. A possible explanation for the difference lies in 

the restriction imposed on the number of SNPs a ROH is supposed to have under PLINK, which 

was 50 at the minimum. In the pig dataset for instance, 45.9% and 41.3% of detected ROH for 

the 1-HBD and 9-HBD models, respectively, had less than 50 SNPs. Thus, comparable total 

number of ROHs between the two detection methods may be achieved when the RZOOROH 

analysis is limited to only segments having 50 SNPs and above. In the horse array-like data, 

PLINK performed best in detecting ROH of size above 5 Mb implying that the number of SNPs 

in the order of 26,900 and above is suitable for the analysis of intermediate-size ROH in the 

Schleswig Draught horse. We also found for the horse, a marked difference in the number of 

ROH between the 1- and 9-HBD models, and this is more evident in the sequence dataset. 

However, these results are based on only six animals and must be interpreted with caution. The 

confinement of an individual’s total inbreeding to a single ancestral generation can result in an 

erroneous fragmentation of long HBD segments leading to a very large number of detected 

ROH. This is evident in the distribution of ROH sizes in the sequence dataset as shown in Figure 

22B; where under the 1-HBD model, mean sum of ROH was comparatively largest for ROH 

sizes below 0.5 Mb but smallest for larger-size ROH. Our observation is consistent with the 

findings of Solé et al., (2017) who explained that although single HBD class models estimate 
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inbreeding correctly, they tend to cut long HBD segments into smaller fragments due to the 

erroneous occurrence of heterozygous SNPs especially in sequence data. The concordance 

between the 9- and 12-HBD models in relation to the partitioning of realised array-based 

inbreeding suggests the use of optimised predetermined rates for this analysis. This is 

particularly true for individuals G19010 to G19013 as shown in Figure 26. The implication, 

however, will be a recommendation to rerun the analysis for the WGS dataset with much higher 

rates (more HBD classes) to observe if such convergence occurs. This can be investigated 

bearing in mind a high computation time requirement of software.   

We found a high level of concordance on ROH size distribution between PLINK and 

RZOOROH when the pig subpopulations were clearly defined (Figure 21B). By assessing ROH 

size distribution within the Mangalitza subpopulations, all detection methods pointed to the role 

of very recent inbreeding especially in the Red Mangalitza subpopulation. Similar findings were 

reported in a previous study (Bâlteanu et al., 2019) in which Red Mangalitza pigs from Romania 

and Hungary had higher proportion of their autosomal genomes (155.7 Mb; Romanian Red and 

129.4 Mb; Hungarian Red) covered by ROH larger than 30 Mb in size. Consistently, the highest 

mean inbreeding estimate was found in Red Mangalitza and by partitioning realised 

autozygosity into values for specific age classes, the greatest proportion of inbreeding traced 

back to more recent generations (Figure 27B). Generally, our mean inbreeding estimates were 

larger than those previously reported, which were 0.10 for Blond, 0.14 for Swallow-belly and 

from 0.09 to 0.14 for Red Mangalitza pigs (Bâlteanu et al., 2019). The differences in estimates 

can be attributed to rigorous PLINK-based parameter settings in the previous study. Studies in 

other pig breeds have also reported comparatively lower estimates of ROH inbreeding including 

0.17 in Jinhua pigs (Xu et al., 2019) and between 0.07 to 0.09 in landrace and Yorkshire pigs, 

respectively (Xie et al., 2019). Although higher, our estimates are consistent across the different 

methodologies used and can be deemed legitimate. Illustrating the use of RZOOROH with real 

data, high estimates of inbreeding were also found for a Wiltshire sheep population (Bertrand 
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et al., 2019). Highly inbred pig individuals in this study mostly have greater proportions of 

autozygosity plausibly arising from parents-offspring mating in recent generations combined 

with inbreeding from distant ancestors.  

Unlike in the pig where recent inbreeding was predominant, the highest ROH burden was found 

for the length class below 5 Mb under RZOOROH or between 5 – 15 Mb under PLINK for the 

array-like dataset, and below 0.5 Mb for the WGS dataset in the horse (Figure 22). This suggests 

a role of very remote inbreeding in the endangered Schleswig Draught horse. The partitioning 

of inbreeding in the breed required higher rates in order to map effectively, any realised 

inbreeding to the truest ancestral generation. Accordingly, the inbreeding estimates derived for 

the sequence dataset predominantly traced back to between 128 and 2,048 ancestral generations. 

However, it is worthwhile to note the unreliability of tracing inbred parents to distant ancestor 

generations that predate the formation of a breed. Nevertheless, quite recent inbreeding 

estimates relating to ancestral generations 4 to 16 were also derived for the array-like dataset. 

ROH has not yet been studied in the Schleswig Draught horse and there are no previous results 

to which we can compare our findings. However, our array-based estimates ranging from 10.7 

to 16.7% were in the range of values reported for seven Haflinger horse populations in the 

interval of 10.1 to 17.7% (Druml et al., 2017). 

The use of WGS data in contrast to array data in ROH analysis confers an advantage in several 

respects. At the chromosomal level, this manifests in higher estimates of autozygosity (Figure 

23), which can be traced back to different generational periods. On total inbreeding, the 

sequence-based mean estimates were significantly higher at least when PLINK was used in the 

detection of ROH (Figure 25). By contrast, Zhang et al., (2015a) found no significant difference 

between ROH estimates from array and sequence data of three cattle breeds. In their study, 

however, array-based ROH were detected based on 50k SNPs and the authors warned that such 

number of SNPs or above are required to accurately detect short ROH that are most likely IDB. 

It is therefore not surprising that with only about 27,000 SNPs in the current analysis, results 
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from the array-like dataset showed significantly lower inbreeding estimates. The HBD 

probability method of RZOOROH seemed to be an exception, in that, it performed better by 

detecting higher levels of array-based autozygosity similar to the sequence-based estimates. 

Higher estimates of sequence-based inbreeding were associated with higher rates as depicted in 

Figure 26. Therefore, the difference in inbreeding estimates between low- and high-density 

genome-wide scan data must be interpreted in relation to the age of inbreeding. We observed 

from the analysis of ROH distribution on chromosomes 13 and 25 (Figure 24) the ability of 

WGS data to capture small size ROH which were not detected by the array-like data. 

5.6 Conclusion 

In this study, there was no consensus on the number of detected ROH by PLINK and 

RZOOROH. Additionally, between the two software programmes, slight variation existed in 

the distribution of ROH sizes across the genome of individuals. Nevertheless, inbreeding 

estimates were consistent across software, model types and method of computation. Computing 

ROH inbreeding based on the “number of SNPs in ROH” is not common. However, this 

approach produced results comparable to the predominantly used “length of ROH” based 

method. Based on our results, we recommend RZOOROH analysis as a guide when determining 

parameter thresholds of PLINK-based ROH detection. In this study, WGS data proved to be 

more efficient in detecting smaller size ROH, thereby the most suitable data type for studying 

very remote inbreeding. Arguably, our findings were based on a limited number of samples and 

require validation using many more individuals.  
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6.0 General discussion 

The overall aim of the current study was to assess genetic diversity of selected local livestock 

breeds, paying particular attention to introgressive activities in the breeds and a scrutiny of 

different measures of genetic diversity. This chapter discusses the findings of a succession of 

four different investigations in a broader context, providing implications for both current and 

future genetic diversity studies in local livestock breeds.  

6.1 Extent and impact of introgression in local breeds 

6.1.1 Introgressive hybridisation 

Introgressive hybridisation describes the incorporation of alleles from one entity into the gene 

pool of a second, divergent entity (Anderson and Hubricht, 1938; Harrison and Larson, 2014). 

The practice confers advantages including an improvement of performance and increased 

genetic diversity in recipient breeds. For instance, in a previous study, an isolated and severely 

declined population of bighorn sheep of Ram Mountain undergoing inbreeding depression was 

rescued by the translocation of sheep from another population (Poirier et al., 2018). Two 

generations following translocation, migrant allelic contribution enhanced expected 

heterozygosity and allelic diversity by 4.65% and 14.3%, respectively, and admixed lambs were 

found to be heavier at weaning and had higher survivability. Introgression, however, has a 

negative consequence relating to the reduction in the originality of a breed. Generally, local 

breeds are often crossed with high performing breeds to improve upon trait performance. As a 

result, many local breeds have lost native uniqueness and this is a major challenge in breed 

conservation programmes. In the current study, both the local cattle (RVA and RDN) and sheep 

(GWM) breeds were found to be introgressed with foreign genes. In chapter 2, pedigree 

analyses revealed substantial genetic contribution of RH sires in RVA and RDN populations 

confirming reports in literature (Bennewitz and Meuwissen, 2005; Andresen et al., 2014; Porter 
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et al., 2016). These findings were further corroborated by genomic analyses (chapter 3) in 

which the impact of RH was found to be stronger in RVA than in RDN. Moreover, the highest 

genetic diversity was found in RVA. In a previous study, RVA was found to have an overall 

native genetic contribution of 53%, and 40% of migrant contribution predominantly coming 

from RH and to a lesser extent from Holstein Friesian (Schäler et al., 2019). For RDN, reported 

native contribution was 67% while RH contributed 20% and the rest from other breeds (Schäler 

et al., 2019). High levels of migrant genetic contributions may explain the mixed genetic 

background as revealed by the admixture analysis at the optimal number of clusters (Figure 8).    

The observed high level of genetic diversity in RVA corresponds to a low level of inbreeding 

and a high effective population size in the breed. The different inbreeding estimates for RVA 

in the current study (chapter 3) including FPED (0.013), FROH>4 (0.021), FROH>8 (0.018) and 

FROH>16 (0.009), are consistent with previously reported estimates including FPED: 0.013, 

FROH>4: 0.027, FROH>8: 0.019, and FROH>16: 0.010 for the same breed (Wang et al., 2018). The 

pedigree-based inbreeding coefficient estimated for the whole RVA population based on 93,078 

animals (chapter 2) was still low (0.014) and comparable to the aforementioned FPED value 

estimated based on a sample of 155 animals. Hinrichs and Thaller (2013) previously reported a 

pedigree-based inbreeding estimate of 0.02 alongside a substantial increase of foreign blood 

(up to 43%) in RVA. The authors therefore suggested a consideration of the management of 

contributions of foreign breeds in the RVA breeding programme. Consequently, Wang et al. 

(2017b) investigated the long-term impact of selection strategies on local livestock breeds with 

historic introgression using RVA as an example. Their investigation (Wang et al., 2017b) 

employed a novel optimum contribution selection (OCS) approach developed by Wellmann et 

al. (2012). Unlike the traditional OCS (Meuwissen, 1997; Woolliams et al., 2015) that seeks to 

maximize genetic gain at a constrained level of inbreeding, the novel approach includes migrant 

contribution as another constraint factor. Due to a prolong number of selection cycles required 
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to recover the originality of breed, the authors (Wang et al., 2017b) recommended a constraint 

of migrant contributions at current level in RVA. However, without extensive long-term 

consideration, Schäler et al. (2019) found an appropriate OCS scenario that increases genetic 

gain and native genetic contribution at a restricted level of average native kinship for both RVA 

and RDN. In the present study, the exact proportions of migrant contribution in RVA, RDN and 

GWM were not studied. Furthermore, the need to recover the originality of a breed remains 

debatable. 

GWM is listed as one of 418 major composite sheep breeds developed from a combination of 

two or more parental breeds (Rasali et al., 2006). Known parents of GWM are of German 

(Marsh sheep) and English (Cotswold, Leicester, Hampshire, Oxfordshire) descent while TXL 

and BDC were later introduced. Like in most sheep breeds, the proportions of native and foreign 

blood in GWM sheep have not yet been studied. It is however, evidenced from the current study 

that after about five decades since the introduction of genes from BDC and TXL into the breed, 

remnants of the introgressed genetics continue to exist in the current population. This is 

particularly true for the French breed (BDC). The reason for performing such crosses is not 

adequately documented. Nonetheless, BDC is known to perform well in carcass quality, hence 

a good choice as parental breed used to develop many French and Polish sheep breed (Rasali et 

al., 2006). For instance, BDC contributes about 6% to the Polish White-headed mutton breed. 

Apart from BRL whose ancestry is found in minute fraction in GWM, no other parental breed 

of English origin was included in this analysis due to the lack of genotype data. A follow up 

study involving other parental breeds and an analysis of foreign blood in GWM is highly 

recommended.   

6.1.2 Effective population size  

The Ne is another important population parameter that measures the rates of genetic drift and 

inbreeding, and can be impacted by introgression. Wellmann et al. (2012) noted that gene 
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diversity does not decrease below a certain level in breeds that receive a steady flow of genes 

from other populations. Therefore, the native effective population size (NeN) which is a 

parameter that quantifies the decrease in native allele diversity was introduced. The classical 

Ne computed for RVA (156) and RDN (170) in this study were higher than the NeN estimates 

reported by Schäler et al. (2019) which were 67.3 and 33.9 for RVA and RDN, respectively. 

Wang et al. (2017a) also reported a lower estimate of 86 for RVA. Lower NeN estimates in the 

breeds may signal the flow of genes from other populations. Our genomic estimates (Ne5Gen) 

including 113 for RVA and 67 for RDN were also higher. These findings corroborate the 

influence of foreign blood in RVA and RDN which for our study, the RH is a major culprit. 

Notably, the genomic estimates of Ne were much lower than the pedigree-based estimates. The 

same was observed in GWM, thus, classical Ne values were between 99 and 132 compared to 

the genomic estimate of about 50 for most recent generations. Higher estimates of pedigree-

based Ne may signal an overestimation of the parameter revealing inadequacies of genealogical 

analysis using incomplete pedigrees. This does not imply that the genomic estimates are 100% 

accurate. The LD-based Ne estimation method applied assumes a closed and panmictic 

population in which LD values calculated between neutral unlinked loci depend exclusively on 

genetic drift (Hill, 1981). Additionally, the method does not account for population structure. 

Certainly, these assumptions were violated in the current study given the admixed nature of the 

breeds coupled with breeding practices where only a few males are used for breeding. Wang et 

al. (2016) reviewed different methods of estimating effective population size including the work 

of Waples and Antao (2014) that evaluated the effect of age structure on LD estimators. They 

found an overestimation of LD calculated from mixed-age adult sample that consequently 

resulted in an underestimation of Ne. Additionally, Ne estimates were found to be overestimated 

when immigration rate was high and underestimated in the face of low immigration rate 

(Waples and England, 2011). Nevertheless, the LD-based Ne method implemented in 

NeEstimator v2.0 (Do et al., 2014) was highly recommended for migration scenarios due to its 
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performance relative to seven other estimators (Gilbert and Whitlock, 2015). In the current 

study, however, the SNeP LD-based software (Barbato et al., 2015) was used, which unlike 

NeEstimator v2.0 estimates Ne trends across many generations. Apart from the LD-based 

method, we calculated ROH-based Ne for GWM following classical inbreeding effective 

population size concepts. Thus, regressing individual FROH estimates on CGE to calculate the 

rate of inbreeding which is subsequently plugged into the usual equation (𝑁𝑒 =
1

2∆𝐹
) to 

determine Ne. Coincidentally, Hillestad et al. (2014) had previously calculated Ne in a similar 

manner, by first regressing the natural logarithm of (1-FROH) on year of birth to produce 

inbreeding rates. Hillestad et al. (2014) concluded that their ROH-based estimate of Ne for 

Norwegian Red cattle (165) resembled the estimate previously made by the industry based on 

pedigree information (194). Rodríguez-Ramilo et al. (2019) did a similar study on French dairy 

sheep breeds with similar results. In the current study, the ROH-based Ne differed much from 

the pedigree-based estimate but was very similar to the observed LD-based value.  

Determining the endangerment status of the breeds is not straightforward as there are a number 

of different evaluation criteria. In Germany, the major mammalian farm animals are classified 

using a so-called Red list based on Ne calculated from the number of breeding males and 

females; while in Europe and around the globe, classifications are based on criteria determined 

by the European Federation of Animal Sciences (EAAP) and by the Food and Agriculture 

Organisation of the United Nations (FAO), respectively. A compilation of the different 

endangerment criteria is provided in Table 17. To investigate the endangerment status of the 

breeds of this study, we calculated Ne for four years preceding 2019 using herdbook recorded 

number of breeding males and females (Table 18). The estimates actually confirmed the 

endangerment statuses of the breeds. In Germany, the National Committee on Animal Genetic 

Resources classifies RVA and GWM as monitoring populations, RDN as a conservation 
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population and RH as a non-endangered population. Consistently, RVA and GWM for instance, 

had Ne estimates between 200 and 1000 animals across the four-year period. 

Table 17. Classification of endangerment status of livestock breeds by different actors: 

Germany (TGRDEU), Europe (EAAP) and global (FAO). 

Status Criteria 

TGRDEU   
Phenotypic Conservation Population Ne ≤ 50 

Conservation Population Ne ≤ 200 

Monitoring Population 200 < Ne ≤ 1000 

Non-Endangered Population Ne > 1000 
  
EAAP Cattle Sheep 
Critically Endangered Ne < 14 Ne < 20 
Endangered 14 ≤ Ne < 20 20 ≤ Ne < 28 
Minimally Endangered  20 ≤ Ne < 32 28 ≤ Ne < 45 
Potentially Endangered 32 ≤ Ne < 67 45 ≤ Ne < 95 
Not Endangered Ne ≥ 67 Ne ≥ 96 
  
FAO  
Extinct - No breeding males or breeding females remaining 
Critical - Breeding females ≤ 100 or 

- Breeding males ≤ 4 or 
- Overall population size ≤ 120 
 

At Risk - 100 < Breeding females ≤ 1000 or 
- 5 < Breeding males ≤ 20 or 
- 80 < Overall population size ≤ 1000 
 

Not at Risk - Breeding females > 1000 & Breeding males > 20 
 

By all criteria, RDN was endangered in 2017 due to the availability of fewer breeding males, 

but its endangerment status improved minimally in 2018 when the number of breeding males 

increased by 10 animals. Under FAO’s revised risk categorisation system (FAO, 2013) that 

distinguishes between species with low and high reproductive capacities (Figure 28), RDN 

remained endangered.  
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Table 18. Number of breeding males and females and effective population size computed from 

2015 to 2018 for RVA, RDN, RH and GWM.  

   2015 2016 2017 2018 

RVA  

Males 104 64 71 83 
Females 13,441 12,623 12,384 11,754 
Ne 413 255 282 330 

     
RDN 

Males 29 30 4 14 
Females 4,201 3,980 3,882 3,276 
Ne 115 119 16 55 

     
RH 

Males 606 539 602 554 
Females 163,568 159,714 159,373 156,471 
Ne 2,415 2,149 2,399 2,208 

     
GWM 

Males 107 107 114 106 
Females 1,827 1,619 1,720 1,704 
Ne 404 402 428 399 

Ne = [(4 x males x females) / (males + females)]  (Wright, 1931) 

 

Figure 28. Risk categorisation according to species’ reproductive capacity (FAO, 2013). 
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Clearly, estimates of Ne above 2000 animals for RH are rather high and call the estimation of 

effective size relying on the number of breeding males and female to question. As Gandini et 

al. (2004) put it; Wright’s Ne formula assumes random selection and a Poisson distributed 

progeny sizes, which are unlikely assumptions for most livestock populations. For livestock 

breeds, Ne recommendation is between 50 and 100, considering that rate of inbreeding of 0.5 

to 1% are acceptable to maintain a relatively ‘safe’ population (Meuwissen and Woolliams, 

1994; Meuwissen, 2009; Hiemstra et al., 2010). From a genomic perspective, the studied breeds 

fulfil the limits of this latter criterion. However, GWM requires great prioritisation attention.  

6.2 Runs of homozygosity 

Since the discovery of runs of homozygosity (Broman and Weber, 1999), the concepts of ROH 

inbreeding has been complementing, if not replacing the classical inbreeding concept  (Wright, 

1922) in aiding our understanding of within breeds genetic diversity. Generally, ROH studies 

have been applied to different ends in both human and livestock population genetic studies. A 

study by Gibson et al. (2006) for the first time described different ROH lengths, frequency and 

distribution over the genome in using a high-density SNP panel. In human genetics, the brilliant 

work of McQuillan et al. (2008) introduced an elegant formula for calculating genomic 

inbreeding termed FROH. Thereafter, the concept was applied to cattle (Sölkner et al., 2010; 

Ferencakovic et al., 2011; Purfield et al., 2012) and other livestock species (Bosse et al., 2012; 

Khanshour, 2013; Abegaz, 2014; Beynon et al., 2015). The majority of ROH studies in 

livestock were focused on investigating population demographic history and structure, and 

autozygosity and its effect on fitness traits. A recent example is the work of Doekes et al. (2019) 

that investigated the effect of recent and ancient inbreeding on yield, fertility and udder health 

traits in Holstein-Friesian cows. The study demonstrated the occurrence of inbreeding 

depression for all studied trait from both ROH and pedigree perspectives, e.g., a 1% increase in 

FROH was associated with 36.3 kg reduction in milk yield per lactation. However, when recent 
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and ancient inbreeding were distinguished upon the assumption that long ROH reflect recent 

inbreeding whereas short ROH predict inbreeding of ancient origin (Keller et al., 2011; Kardos 

et al., 2015), no clear differences between the effect of long and short ROH were observed.  

With pedigree analysis, purging-based approaches provide avenue for studying inbreeding at 

the ancestral level (Ballou, 1997; Kalinowski et al., 2000; Hinrichs et al., 2007; Baumung et 

al., 2015) (chapter 1). Specifically, Kalinowski et al’s (2000) approach breaks down the 

classical inbreeding coefficient into “new” and “old” components depending on whether alleles 

are for the first time IBD or have been IBD in previous generations. In the current study, we 

provided estimates of old inbreeding (Fa_Kal) for RVA (0.16%) and RDN (0.05%). The 

approach does not directly inform of the generations in pedigree to which the estimates belong. 

Nevertheless, the observed values are very low when compared to estimates of classical 

inbreeding. Using genomic analysis, less than 4% of identified ROH were found in the length 

class: 1 – 5 Mb. The majority of ROH were between 5 – 10 Mb and up to 30 Mb indicating a 

trivial role of ancient inbreeding in the breeds. High selection pressure in recent years may be 

a probable reason for recent increases in inbreeding levels. 

Despite the rapid adopting of ROH analysis in recent years, there is a gross lack of consensus 

among parameters used in defining ROH across studies. Combined with some methodological 

differences, results of different studies are often incomparable. In Martikainen et al.`s (2018) 

study of intrachromosomal inbreeding depression on female fertility, we spotted what seemed 

to be a deviation from the general use of “ROH length” and “total autosomal genome length” 

in calculating ROH inbreeding as originally defined (McQuillan et al., 2008). Thus, the “total 

number of SNPs in ROH” and “total number of autosomal SNPs on chip” were used instead of 

the length-based variables. To this end, we studied the similarity of outcomes of the length- 

(FROH_L) and number-based (FROH_N) approaches using data on sheep (chapter 4), and on pig 

and horse (chapter 5). In the sheep, no significant difference was observed between estimates 
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of the two approaches and the strength of the correlation between either of the estimators and 

pedigree inbreeding was the same (rp = 0.82). Likewise, comparison of outcomes in the horse 

(Figure 25), and in the pig (Table 16) all point to no significant difference between the use of 

FROH_L and FROH_N. This clears doubt about whether or not investigators can reply on the 

introduced “number of SNPs-based” approach. Concerning the use of different parameter 

settings to call ROH across studies, we first detected ROH using the novel RZOOROH package, 

which is independent of parameter thresholds. Subsequently, we detected ROH with PLINK 

using optimised and recommended parameter settings (Ceballos et al., 2018). Due to rigorous 

restriction imposed on the minimum number of SNPs that constitute ROH under PLINK, the 

number of detected ROH by this method was extremely low when compared to that of 

RZOOROH; e.g., 12,530 vs. 38,838 from horse sequence data. Despite the difference in ROH 

number, inbreeding estimates computed from the two different detection methods were very 

similar across different homozygous-by-descent models and breed subpopulations (Table 16 

and Appendix 8). With only six horses, the current study, like previous studies (Zhang et al., 

2015a; Ceballos et al., 2018) demonstrated potentials of WGS data over array-based data in the 

detection of small-size ROH, and the general use of ROH in autozygosity studies. From our 

finding, RZOOROH analysis can be recommended as a guide when optimising PLINK-based 

ROH detection thresholds. 

6.3 Future research 

Nowadays, genotype and/or sequence data on livestock animals are becoming increasingly 

available, thanks to the increasing reduction in genotyping and sequencing costs. Genome-

based autozygosity assessment is expected to replace pedigree-based assessment in the near 

future. Due to limitations associated with small number of sequenced individuals in the current 

study, a future investigation of the comparison of PLINK- and RZOOROH-based autozygosity 

outcomes using a larger dataset is recommended. Further studies are also required to determine 
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whether chromosomal regions of high ROH burden harbour or are associated with genes that 

have been influenced by selection in the studied breeds. Finally, topics such as the consideration 

of inbreeding originating from ancestors predating breed formation, and the filtering or 

exclusion criteria for markers used in ROH inbreeding studies remain unclear and need further 

research.   
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. Description of the number of informative SNPs, length covered by SNPs, average, 

minimum and maximum distances and average r2 (linkage disequilibrium) between adjacent 

markers of the 29 autosomes (Chr.).  

     

Chr. 

Number of 

SNPs 

Length      

(kb) 

Average 

distance (kb) 

Minimum 

distance (kb) 

Maximum 

distance (kb) 

Average 

r2 

1 2695 158094.120 58.684 0.131 516.643 0.209 
2 2160 136662.110 63.299 0.075 597.921 0.201 
3 2001 121144.180 60.572 0.108 840.964 0.205 
4 1981 120598.157 60.908 0.365 378.555 0.196 
5 1715 121078.748 69.948 0.104 663.266 0.190 
6 2054 119193.568 57.306 2.66 690.926 0.211 
7 1788 112384.068 61.358 1.969 747.762 0.201 
8 1872 112861.845 60.322 0.084 481.649 0.195 
9 1597 105464.416 66.080 0.449 666.907 0.192 
10 1728 103180.360 57.794 0.284 619.620 0.193 
11 1769 107136.657 60.598 4.786 833.187 0.189 
12 1342 90944.479 63.757 0.237 842.603 0.180 
13 1412 83835.601 59.416 0.065 615.150 0.202 
14 1412 83152.514 58.232 0.108 669.778 0.218 
15 1318 84221.946 63.950 2.924 851.292 0.176 
16 1321 81249.445 60.648 0.178 693.304 0.187 
17 1263 74887.030 59.340 2.032 813.742 0.173 
18 1049 65401.137 61.409 5.603 485.718 0.197 
19 1093 63513.847 58.163 1.014 937.787 0.165 
20 1270 71594.660 56.418 1.527 559.097 0.183 
21 1092 71097.978 64.014 0.903 763.726 0.198 
22 1005 61096.841 60.853 2.432 465.568 0.183 
23 845 52068.731 61.693 1.568 836.641 0.147 
24 1018 62101.915 61.064 0.095 594.958 0.184 
25 786 42712.739 54.411 0.784 290.523 0.171 
26 875 50953.355 58.299 0.281 394.539 0.179 
27 770 45332.323 57.219 0.151 534.557 0.162 
28 773 46153.667 59.785 0.675 399.563 0.148 
29 847 51102.335 58.855 1.860 494.291 0.169 

Total 40851 2,499,218.772 60.496 0.065 937.787 0.186 
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Appendix 2. Completeness of the Angler (RVA) and Red-and-white dual-purpose (RDN) cattle 

pedigrees across parental generations. 
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Appendix 3. Regression plot of FHOM on FPED for the Angler (RVA) and Red-and-White dual-

purpose (RDN) breeds. The broken line (black) is a regression line for all breeds and 

corresponds to the regression equation presented. 
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Appendix 4. Development of the cross‐validation for different number of clusters (k). Cross 

validation error was lowest for k = 19, which indicates an optimal number of 19 clusters. 
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Appendix 5. Admixture graphs for k ranging from 2 to 20, with the optimal cluster level marked 

with an arrow. The amount of a colour in a cluster reflects a breed’s proportion of genetic 

variation originating from that colour. Breed names are coloured according to geographical 

origin: Germany (red), Northern Europe (grey), Norway (green), Channel Islands (dark red), 

Switzerland (blue), France (purple), Scotland (brown) and Burkina Faso (orange). 
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Appendix 6. Description of the number of informative SNPs, length covered by SNPs, average, 

minimum and maximum distances and average r2 (linkage disequilibrium) between adjacent 

markers of the 26 autosomes (Chr.) for Data1.  

     

Chr. 

Number of 

SNPs 

Length      

(kb) 

Average 

distance (kb) 

Minimum 

distance (kb) 

Maximum 

distance (kb) 

Average 

r2 

1 4564 299592.50 65656.91 5291 913190 0.225 
2 4294 263106.10 61052.61 1936 737756 0.232 
3 3893 242554.00 61993.91 5400 725916 0.226 
4 2146 127111.60 59259.47 5405 593064 0.209 
5 1830 115958.40 63399.88 65 890151 0.229 
6 1996 129012.80 62627.67 5342 871646 0.234 
7 1735 108670.60 62099.00 5303 978541 0.233 
8 1624 97781.11 60247.14 5385 964918 0.213 
9 1675 100630.90 60114.01 5298 789815 0.224 
10 1475 94097.18 59846.56 5286 997005 0.214 
11 893 66863.52 74959.11 5300 970421 0.213 
12 1332 86031.14 63775.02 5462 713377 0.228 
13 1286 88855.06 69147.91 5478 902996 0.232 
14 885 68749.33 76353.93 5283 873165 0.194 
15 1304 89836.08 67573.64 5414 996755 0.196 
16 1223 77077.93 63075.23 5908 499372 0.189 
17 1103 78441.81 71181.31 5413 562710 0.204 
18 1138 71850.31 63192.89 5366 675361 0.182 
19 951 64794.55 68204.79 5678 472834 0.217 
20 873 55536.56 62496.84 5499 651579 0.200 
21 694 55137.89 76178.98 5616 886763 0.195 
22 871 54914.22 60594.48 5312 905861 0.206 
23 872 66238.78 76049.11 5657 715163 0.190 
24 577 44235.13 76797.10 5514 696926 0.189 
25 784 47928.72 61211.64 5514 589556 0.174 
26 735 49820.90 65660.36 5396 357477 0.196 
Total 40753 2,644,827.00 65874.98 65 997005 0.209 
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Appendix 7. Ranking of chromosomes based on their mean inbreeding estimates calculated 

relative to either entire autosome (FROH_KA: left) or to length of chromosome (FROH_KK: right). 

Cumulative inbreeding values and percentages are provided for FROH_KA.   

 Computation relative to entire autosome (FROH_KA) FROH_KK  
Chr. Rank Mean F Cumulative F Cumulative (%)  Mean F Rank 
chr1 1 0.005500 0.005500 12.11  0.048555 10 
chr2 2 0.005459 0.010959 24.12  0.054872 8 
chr3 3 0.004119 0.015078 33.19  0.044913 12 
chr9 4 0.003182 0.018260 40.19  0.083636 1 
chr7 5 0.002763 0.021023 46.28  0.067251 3 
chr6 6 0.002228 0.023251 51.18  0.045685 11 
chr8 7 0.002115 0.025366 55.84  0.057197 5 
chr4 8 0.001933 0.027299 60.09  0.040219 14 
chr15 9 0.001892 0.029191 64.26  0.055713 7 
chr16 10 0.001717 0.030908 68.04  0.058913 4 
chr20 11 0.001650 0.032558 71.67  0.078580 2 
chr18 12 0.001526 0.034084 75.03  0.056160 6 
chr5 13 0.001414 0.035498 78.14  0.032249 19 
chr12 14 0.001384 0.036882 81.19  0.042545 13 
chr19 15 0.001317 0.038198 84.08  0.053741 9 
chr13 16 0.001270 0.039468 86.88  0.037796 15 
chr10 17 0.001089 0.040557 89.28  0.030608 20 
chr23 18 0.000903 0.041460 91.26  0.036038 18 
chr22 19 0.000784 0.042243 92.99  0.037748 16 
chr21 20 0.000769 0.043012 94.68  0.036876 17 
chr17 21 0.000556 0.043568 95.90  0.018745 22 
chr14 22 0.000462 0.044030 96.92  0.017758 23 
chr24 23 0.000430 0.044460 97.87  0.025726 21 
chr11 24 0.000396 0.044856 98.74  0.015671 25 
chr25 25 0.000292 0.045148 99.38  0.016110 24 
chr26 26 0.000281 0.045429 100.00  0.014932 26 
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Appendix 8. Mean inbreeding estimates computed for WGS-horse and Array-horse using various methods and software. Mean values having 

superscripts in common are not significantly different. 

 RZOOROH PLINK v 1.9 SOFTWARE 

  1-HBD class 9-HBD classes 

ID F1HBD_PROB F1HBD_L F1HBD_N F9HBD_PROB F9HBD_L F9HBD_N FROH_L FROH_N 

Sequence data  

G19010 0.188 0.192 0.185 0.181 0.188 0.188 0.190 0.162 

G19011 0.221 0.229 0.218 0.216 0.227 0.214 0.230 0.201 

G19012 0.178 0.179 0.175 0.171 0.176 0.169 0.178 0.153 

G19013 0.233 0.238 0.230 0.228 0.236 0.226 0.238 0.208 

G19014 0.243 0.215 0.229 0.216 0.206 0.212 0.209 0.183 

G19015 0.364 0.285 0.328 0.249 0.221 0.240 0.214 0.190 

Mean 0.238a 0.223a 0.228a 0.210ab 0.209ab 0.208ab 0.210ab 0.182ab 

Reduced panel 

G19010 0.082 0.073 0.074 0.092 0.073 0.074 0.077 0.074 

G19011 0.118 0.119 0.116 0.127 0.117 0.114 0.127 0.123 

G19012 0.079 0.072 0.076 0.085 0.071 0.075 0.081 0.084 

G19013 0.144 0.133 0.140 0.152 0.132 0.139 0.141 0.149 

G19014 0.165 0.103 0.119 0.210 0.102 0.125 0.111 0.111 

G19015 0.380 0.142 0.353 0.337 0.212 0.302 0.131 0.142 

Mean 0.161abc 0.107c 0.146abc 0.167abc 0.118bc 0.138abc 0.111c 0.114c 

 


